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Abstract
In this thesis, an actuation system is developed for a Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter.
This adapter is a fixture with two auxiliary axes which is used for the Single Point
Incremental Forming (SPIF) technique to enhance a three-axis mill to have five-axis
capabilities. With five-axis mill capabilities, variable angles between line segments of the
toolpath and the tool can be obtained. To achieve specialized angles between a line
segment and the SPIF tool, the sheet is rotated. Inverse kinematic equations for the TAG
adapter are derived to calculate the required rotations for the TAG adapter’s auxiliary axes
for a line segment of a toolpath. If the next line segment requires a different orientation of
the sheet, the sheet is rotated while the tool follows the rotation of the sheet to maintain its
position at the connecting point of the line segments of the toolpath. Five equations of
motions are derived to calculate the three translations of the mill and two rotations of the
TAG adapter’s frames, during forming. A toolpath execution algorithm is implemented in
MATLAB which uses the five equations of motion to execute a toolpath. The algorithm
generates an array of data points that can be used by a Computer Numerically Controlled
(CNC) machine to follow a desired path. A visual representation for the execution of the
toolapth is implemented in MATLAB and is used to illustrate the successful completion of
a toolpath. A computer controlled motor system is selected and tested in this thesis which
will ultimately be integrated with a worm gear system and a CNC machine to develop a
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Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine: 
A CNC machine is computer equivalent machine which uses computer programs to automate of 
an electro-mechanical machine.  
Five-axis mill: 
A five-axis mill is a system which provides five degrees of freedom.  The five degrees of 
freedom is achieved by adding rotations to the axes. In a five-axis mill the tool can make variable 
angles with the workpiece. 
Fixed reference frame: 
A fixed reference frame is a coordinate system which is fixed and is used to describe the 
position/orientation of an object. 
Fixture: 
A fixture is a support device which secures a workpiece during forming. 
Forming die: 
A forming die is a mechanical tool into which the sheet of metal is deformed.  Traditional sheet 
metal forming techniques utilize forming die to deform the sheet into the shape of the die.  
Forming tool: 
A forming tool is mechanical tool which is used to form material. In SPIF, a spherical spinning 
forming tool is used to traverse on the sheet while simultaneously depressing it. 
Forward kinematic: 
Forward kinematic equations are a category of kinematic equations which calculate the position 
of an end effector of a robot given the position of its joints. 
Linear joint: 
A linear joint provides movement in a straight line across one axis.  
Inverse kinematic: 
                                                                                     xi 
Inverse kinematics equations are a category of kinematic equations which calculate the position 
of a robot’s joints given the position of its end effector.  
Moving reference frame: 
A moving reference frame is a coordinate system which is moving and is used to describe the 
position/orientation of an object.  
Revolute joint: 
A linear joint angular movement about an axis.  
Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF): 
The SPIF is an advanced sheet metal forming technique, which doesn’t require the use of the 
forming dies. SPIF uses a spherical forming tool to manufacture any sheet metal par. In SPIF, a 
sheet is tightly secured in a fixture and a specialized forming tool traverses on the sheet while 
simultaneously depressing it. The movement of the tool is directed by computer generated 
program called a toolpath, which is executed with a computer controlled machine.  
Three-axis mill: 
A three-axis mill is system which provides three degrees of freedom by allowing translations 
along the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis.  In a standard three-axis mill a worktable which secures the 
workpiece, moves along the horizontal axes and a tool moves along the vertical axis. In a three-
axis mill, the tool can only make a 90 degree angle with the sheet.  
Toolpath: 
A toolpath is prespecified path which a tool follows and its is a combination of connected line 
and/or arc segments.  A toolpath is executed with a CNC machine and directs the motion of an 
electro-mechanical machine, during forming.  
Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter: 
The TAG adapter is a fixture which integrates two auxiliary axes to provide five-axis SPIF 
capabilities to a three-axis mill.  TAG adapter was designed at UOIT in 2008.  
Worm gear system: 
A worm gear system is an actuation system which consists of a metal bar in the form of a screw, 
called the worm, and a wheeled-shaped gear. The worm drives the gear which in turn rotates the 







In our modern society, people have grown accustomed to having perfectly shaped objects
in mass quantities around us. These objects come in many materials, such as wood,
plastic, fabric, and metal. Metal is much sturdier than many other materials, thus quick
and accurate production of metal parts has become critical over the ages. Whether the
objects are functional, such as a door locking mechanism, or ornate, such as a highly
artistic or decorative item, consumers expect perfection in the shape and form of each
item. What most people often fail to realize is that many of these metal forms originate as
a sheet of metal, which is shaped and formed into the complex objects, which are then
used.
Most of the objects so admired are mass produced as they are used in large quantities
around the world, and this mass production keeps the manufacturing costs down.
Traditionally sheet metal forming techniques like stretch forming and deep drawing are
used for the mass produced parts. In traditional sheet metal forming techniques, a blank
sheet of metal is stretched by applying pressure through a die or dies until the metal
conforms to the shape of the die(s). Sheet metal forming came into existence centuries
ago, originating in ancient China (Hagan & Jeswiet, 2003).
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In today’s highly competitive environment, it is important to reduce the overall
manufacturing cost. Many sheet metal forming techniques are suitable only for mass
production of parts where amortization of the die’s cost is spread over a large quantity of
parts (Zhang & Danckert, 1998). Occasionally, only small quantities are needed, for
example aerospace brackets or customized medical devices. Due to their small production
quantities, the manufacturing cost can be very high, if forming dies are used.
A sheet metal forming technique which does not use dedicated forming dies to
manufacture a part was patented in the 60’s and became an active area of research in the
90’s (Jeswiet et al., 2005). This technique is now called Single Point Incremental Forming
(SPIF). SPIF utilizes a traditional Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) mill in a
manner equivalent to a computer controlled gantry robot. SPIF is best suited for
applications where few parts are needed. This thesis progresses towards developing an
actuation system for a SPIF specific fixture designed at UOIT.
1.1 Motivation
A fixture is normally defined as a supportive device that holds the workpiece (Elber,
Cohen, & Drake, 2006). A fixture was designed at UOIT in 2008 and the details are
presented in (Heilandt, 2008; Rembosz, 2009). This fixture was specifically designed to
incorporate the Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) technique. The fixture integrates
two auxiliary axes which provide two additional degrees of freedom for the Computer
Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine during forming. When the fixture is placed on the
mill bed of a three-axis mill it facilitates the extended capabilities to that of to a five-axis
mill. The fixture together with the integrated auxiliary axes is called the Two-Axis
Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter. Currently, the auxiliary axes are manipulated manually. The
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auxiliary axes must be controlled through the CNC machine to market/use the fixture for
SPIF. The motivation of this research lies in integrating the auxiliary axes with a CNC
machine to facilitate the SPIF process.
1.2 Scope and Limitations
SPIF uses a series of computer generated programs, called the toolpaths, to manufacture
any part. Each toolpath is a combination of connected consecutive line and/or arc segments
(Mishra, Sundararajan, & Wright, 2003). In SPIF, a spherical forming tool moves along
the toolpaths in the sheet while simultaneously depressing the sheet on those toolpaths. A
combination of toolpaths is used to manufacture a desired part with multiple shapes. The
scope of this thesis is to develop an actuation system for the UOIT designed auxiliary axes
with the integrated fixture to allow the tool to traverse along the SPIF toolpaths.
In this thesis equations to find the required rotations for the auxiliary axes when
setting up the fixture to implement the given line segments in a toolpath are derived.
These equations are calculated to ensure any possible slip is avoided when the tool
traverses on the sheet. This is accomplished by allowing variables angles between the line
segment of the toolpath and the tool while maintaining 90 degrees angles between the tool
and the line perpendicular to the line segment. The equations to find the required rotations
for the auxiliary axes are used to derive the equations of motion for the mill’s translations
and the auxiliary axes’ rotations. The thesis also develops an algorithm for the execution
of a toolpath in MATLAB, which uses the equations of motion to connect the line
segments of a toolpath and to traverse along a line segment of a toolpath. The algorithm
outputs an array of data points which can be used by a CNC machine to execute a
toolpath. The visual representation of the execution of a toolpath is also simulated in
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MATLAB. The visual representation is used to illustrate the successful execution of a
toolpath using the toolpath execution algorithm. Moreover, a computer controlled motor
system is implemented to progress towards implementing a computer controlled worm
gear system to actuate the auxiliary axes. This thesis studies the design of the auxiliary
axes with the integrated fixture and analyzes the workspace of the UOIT designed
auxiliary axes and compares it with other similar auxiliary axes designs available in the
market, thereby illustrating its benefits over the previously designed auxiliary axes. The
main objective is to develop an actuation system for the auxiliary axes.
This thesis is focused on the actuation system for the auxiliary axes; it doesn’t study in
depth the actuation of the three-axis mill. Additionally, this thesis focuses on the kinematics
of the auxiliary axes and doesn’t study the system dynamic associated with the auxiliary
axes. The possible vibration associated with the fixture during forming is not considered.
This thesis focuses on developing the actuation system for a toolpath which consists of
straight line segments only; the arc segment of a toolpath is left for future work.
The actuation system is required to be integrated into the auxiliary axes. The
manufacturing of the auxiliary axes with the integrated fixture is another project, which is
being worked upon in parallel to this thesis. After the manufacturing of auxiliary axes
with the integrated fixture is completed, the actuation system developed in this thesis will
be integrated into the auxiliary axes. Ultimately, the actuation system for the auxiliary
axes will be controlled through a CNC machine to facilitate SPIF but the scope of this




The main objective of this thesis is to develop an actuation system for the auxiliary axes of
the TAG adapter for the execution of a SPIF toolpath. The mechanical system of the
auxiliary axes with the integrated fixture was designed previously at UOIT; this thesis
develops the actuation system for the auxiliary axes to progress towards marketing of the
fixture.
The first step towards the completion of this thesis is to analyze the auxiliary axes
with the integrated fixture in terms of design efficiency. The second step is to design the
actuation system of the auxiliary axes for a toolpath. The third step is to test the validity
of the actuation system design. The final step is to implement the actuation system. The
objectives of this thesis are divided into four different categories, as shown below:
Analyze
• Study the mechanical design of the auxiliary axes with the integrated fixture.
• Compare the design of the auxiliary axes with the integrated fixture with the existing
auxiliary axes technologies available in the market.
• Derive the forward kinematic equations for the auxiliary axes with the integrated
fixture to understand the motion during forming.
• Calculate the design efficiency of the auxiliary axes using the forward kinematic
equations.
Design
• Derive the inverse kinematic equations to manipulate the rotations of the auxiliary
axes for a line segment of the toolpath.
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• Derive the equations of motion to calculate the translations of the mill axes and
rotations of the auxiliary axes to execute a toolpath.
• Develop the algorithm for the execution of a toolpath.
Test
• Provide an example of the toolpath execution using the algorithm and simulate its
visual representation in MATLAB to illustrate the successful execution.
Implement
• Implement a suitable actuation system for the auxiliary axes.
The aforementioned objectives are successively accomplished in the thesis.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to actuate the auxiliary axes of the SPIF specific fixture
designed at UOIT. In the first chapter, the objectives of this research are explored and the
scope and limitations of this thesis are defined. The first chapter lays a foundation for the
work that is detailed in the thesis.
A review of literature on some well-known traditional sheet metal forming techniques
and SPIF is provided in chapter 2, to grasp a general understanding of traditional sheet
metal forming techniques and observe the improvements in the SPIF process. In order to
progress towards developing an actuation system for the auxiliary axes, it is beneficial to
analyze its design. Chapter 2 studies the design of the auxiliary axes with the integrated
fixture and compares it with the existing similar products in the market to evaluate its design
efficiency. The role of the auxiliary axes during the execution of a toolpath is also studied,
which is later used in the thesis to derive the kinematic equations.
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Chapter 3 provides a review of literature on different industrial robotic configurations
to lay a foundation for recognizing the auxiliary axes with a three-axis mill as a five
degrees of freedom serial robot. It also provides the robotic configuration of the auxiliary
axes with the integrated fixture to derive the kinematic equations later in the thesis. The
kinematic equations are used in the derivation of the equations of motion which calculate
three translations of the three-axis mill and two rotations of the auxiliary axes, during the
execution of a toolpath. In chapter 3, the equations of motion are provided for a toolpath
which lay a foundation for deriving the generalized form of these equations later in the
thesis.
Chapter 4 designs the actuation system by deriving the inverse kinematic equations for
the auxiliary axes which are used in calculating the required rotations of the auxiliary axes
for a straight line segment of a toolpath. The kinematic equations are derived to ensure any
possible slip between the tool and the line segment is avoided when the tool traverses along
a line segment. These equations are later used in the derivation of equations of motion to
execute a toolpath.
Chapter 5 provides and tests a generalized set of equations of motion which calculate
the translations of the mill and rotations of the auxiliary axes for the execution of a toolpath.
A toolpath execution algorithm which uses the equations of motion to execute a toolpath
is implemented in MATLAB. An example of toolpath execution is also provided to test
the validity of the toolpath execution algorithm. Chapter 5 also compares the workspace
utilization of the auxiliary axes with the integrated fixture to similar existing technologies
in the open market. Chapter 5 completes the theoretical work to meet the objectives of this
thesis.
Chapter 6 is the first step towards the implementation of the actuation system. The
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implementation details for the actuation system of the auxiliary axes are explored in
Chapter 6. This chapter outlines the requirements of the hardware parts of the actuation
system. In addition, chapter 6 provides the details of the actuation system setup and
implements a computer controlled motor system.
The last chapter provides a summary of the results and conclusion and outlines the
additional work that will be done to complete the research. It shows how the work
accomplished in this thesis will be integrated into the future work. This chapter also
discusses the hurdle in the practical implementation of the theoretical work of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Forming Background
Many objects used in daily lives are produced using metal. The shape complexity of these
objects varies from something as simple as a soda can to something as complex as
automobiles. Many of these objects are manufactured using traditional sheet metal
forming techniques. Sheet metal forming came into existence many centuries ago and is
still used today (Hagan & Jeswiet, 2003). Some well-known traditional sheet metal
forming techniques are spinning, deep drawing, stretch forming and bending (Zhang &
Danckert, 1998; Siegert, Dannenmann, Wagner & Galaiko, 2007, Rajput, 1991).
Most sheet metal forming techniques apply pressure on a blank sheet of metal,
deforming the metal over a die to the desired shape, where a die is a mechanical tool
which presses materials into specific shapes. Different shaped dies create different
geometric shapes in the sheet metal objects. Due to the high cost of the die process, it is
beneficial to use dies for mass produced parts only, where the reuse of the dies
compensates for the time and the money spent on the production of the dies. A new sheet
metal forming technique called Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a growing
area of interest because it allows manufacturing of desired shapes without the use of




In SPIF, a sheet of metal is secured in a fixture and pressure is applied through a
spherical forming tool. The spherical forming tool moves along the sheet while depressing
it in a stepwise fashion by following a computer generated path, called a toolpath.
Manufacturing different geometrically shaped objects only requires altering the toolpaths,
which is a relatively simple process, as opposed to the expensive process of manufacturing
different shaped dies which are required in most traditional sheet metal forming
techniques.
Over the years, SPIF on a three-axis mill has matured, but with technological
advancements in the manufacturing industry, the production of much more complex
geometrically shaped parts is desired (Park & Kim, 2003; Tekkaya, 2000). That is why the
implementation of a five-axis mill or five-axis capabilities with SPIF technology is of
interest. The five-axis mill capabilities allow the tool to have a flexible configuration with
respect to the sheet which in turn allows manufacturing of more complex geometrically
shaped parts, whereas with the three-axis mill the tool only makes a 90 degree angle with
the sheet which limits the complexity of the achievable geometric shapes. Five-axis mills
are very expensive, but alternative technology is available in which two additional axes are
added to a three-axis mill. The available technologies are not well suited to SPIF.
A new fixture designed to facilitate the SPIF process, which includes two auxiliary
axes to provide two degrees of freedom, was designed at UOIT in 2008. The details of the
original design of the auxiliary axes with the integrated fixture are presented in (Heilandt,
2008) and the revisions of the design are presented in (Rembosz, 2009). This fixture with
the auxiliary axes is referred as the Two Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter, because it uses
gyroscopic motion to increase the degrees of freedom in the process. When the TAG
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adapter is placed on the mill bed of a three-axis mill, it provides five-axis mill capabilities
to a three-axis mill. The five-axis mill capabilities achieved with the TAG adapter are not
only limited for the use of SPIF but can be used for other machining operations by
changing the tool of the three-axis mill. For example, a spherical forming tool allows for
SPIF and a drilling tool allows for drilling. In a standard three-axis mill, the tool is easily
replaced to meet the specific needs.
This chapter provides a review of the literature on some well-known traditional sheet
metal forming techniques and detailed information on the SPIF process. Studying
traditional sheet forming techniques and SPIF allows for recognization of the
improvements provided by the SPIF process. In order to analyze and appreciate the design
efficiency and advantages of the TAG adapter, its design is analyzed and some of the
existing similar technologies in the market are reviewed and compared with the TAG
adapter. During forming, the SPIF toolpaths direct the motion of both the three-axis mill
and the TAG adapter’s auxiliary axes. The auxiliary axes in the TAG adapter are named
the outer and inner frames. The SPIF toolpaths are studied to understand the role of these
outer and inner frames. During the execution of a toolpath, the coordination of the tool
and the sheet is of critical importance to ensure there is no possibility of collision between
the tool and the sheet. Later, this chapter studies the coordination of the tool and sheet.
This information is used in the next chapter to derive the equations of motion to execute a
toolpath.
2.1 Sheet Metal Forming
Sheet metal forming is used to manufacture a variety of metal parts. This section introduces
a few common forming techniques and provides a detailed explanation of the SPIF process.
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The advantages and drawbacks of these techniques are discussed.
2.1.1 Traditional Sheet Metal Forming
Over the years, traditional sheet metal forming techniques such as bending, shearing,
stamping, coining, roll forming and deep drawing have been developed (DeGarmo &
Black, 1991; Park & Kim, 2003). Many traditional sheet metal forming techniques use
forming dies to shape the blank sheet of metal. In some traditional sheet metal forming
techniques, the shape of the parts is limited to the shape of the dies, which are typically
expensive. A few traditional sheet metal forming techniques are discussed in this section.
2.1.1.1 Stretch Forming
Stretch forming is a technique in which the sheet of metal is stretched and bent
simultaneously over a die to shape parts (DeGarmo & Black, 1991). The stretch forming
technique is utilized most often in the automotive and defense industries where important
parts such as vehicle exteriors must be manufactured with great accuracy (Park & Kim,
2003). External panels of an automobile such as fenders, hoods, trunks, roof, side panel
and doors are manufactured using stretch forming (Rajput, 1991).
The simplified version of stretch forming has two phases (Fletter, 1995). The initial
phase of stretch forming is called the pre-stretch phase. During pre-stretching phase, a
blank sheet of metal is loaded into a carriage (similar to a fixture) by means of gripping
jaws, which secures the sheet at its edges. The sheet is held above a forming die which is
mounted on a ram, as shown in Figure 2.1a. The second phase of stretch forming is called
the wrap phase. During wrapping, the sheet is stretched and bent simultaneously. Pressure
is applied through the ram which presses the die onto the sheet, causing the sheet to bend
around the die (Fletter, 1995). The carriage simultaneously moves downwards causing the
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Figure 2.1: Stretch forming manufacturing (Fletter, 1995).
sheet to stretch, as shown in Figure 2.1b. As a result, the sheet is deformed into the shape
of the die (Tekkaya, 2000).
Stretch forming is used mainly in the production of larger parts, and limits the shape of
the parts to contoured curves (Park & Kim, 2003). These larger parts are usually produced
in small quantities and require large amounts of space to store costly dies, adding to the
overall cost of the process (Timothy, 2010). Complex shaped or sharply contoured shapes
are not attainable with the stretch forming technique.
2.1.1.2 Deep Drawing
Deep drawing is a traditional sheet metal forming technique in which deep punches are
used to stamp a form in the blank sheet of metal (Vollertsen, Niehoff, & Theiler, 2004).
One of the most common household items formed with deep drawing is the stainless steel
kitchen sink, another is the soda can (Nakagawa, Nakamura, & Amino, 1997). This section
provides a brief introduction to the deep drawing technique.
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Figure 2.2: Deep drawing manufacturing (Fletter, 1995).
In deep drawing, a sheet of metal is secured in a blank holder above a die (fixture)
(Vollersten, Niehoff & Theiler, 2004; Fletter, 1995). Another forming die, called a punch
presses onto the sheet by a drawing force to deform the sheet into the die, as shown in
Figure 2.2. In deep drawing, the depth of the punch is equal to more than half of the
diameter (Siegert, Dannenmann, Wagner, & Galaiko, 2007). Various techniques developed
over the years which have improved the deep drawing manufacturing process, as described
in (Zhang & Danckert, 1998; Nakagawa, Nakamura & Amino, 1997).
Deep drawing is beneficial for mass produced parts where the unit cost decreases as
the production volume increases, since the same dies are used to produce additional parts
(Vollertsen, Niehoff & Theiler, 2004). A significant limitation of the deep drawing
technique is it produces parts with depth that is greater than at least half of the length
(Zhang & Danckert, 1998).
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2.1.1.3 Spinning
Spinning is a sheet metal forming technique which is used to deform sheet metal into
circular or spherical shapes using a roller tool (Rajput, 1991). One of the most common
household items manufactured with the spinning technique is a pot. The process of
spinning is more closely related to SPIF than the previously discussed sheet metal forming
processes.
Figure 2.3: Spinning manufacturing (Fletter, 1995).
In the simplified version of the spinning process, the sheet metal is simultaneously
rotated and pressed against the roller tool (Fletter, 1995). A spindle is attached to the head
stock which is a secured fixed end. A mandrel die is attached to a spindle which rotates the
sheet and the mandrel die. The metal is secured with the clamp which is attached to a tail
socket. The roller tool presses on the sheet on one side, and forces the sheet to deform into
the mandrel die, as shown in Figure 2.3.
The greatest disadvantage of spinning is that the parts produced are limited to
symmetrical shapes (Rajput, 1991). Spinning is relatively inexpensive since only the
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mandrel die needs to be modified for the manufacturing of a different shaped part. The
shape of a mandrel die is simple, therefore costs less to produce (Rajput, 1991). Another
advantage of spinning is that the repeated passes of the roller tool hardens the part, and the
sheet metal deforms evenly without any wrinkling.
2.1.2 Single Point Incremental Forming
Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) uses a spherical forming tool to manufacture
sheet metal parts without the need for any dedicated forming dies. Instead of the dies, in
SPIF, the forming tool has a small spinning spherical head which moves along the desired
shape of the metal part in a specialized path. The part is created by slowly pushing the
metal into the desired shape. Figure 2.4 shows the SPIF process on a three-axis mill,
where a blank sheet of metal is tightly secured in a fixture and the spherical forming tool
simultaneously traverses along a toolpath and depresses into the sheet.
Figure 2.4: SPIF with a three-axis mill (Heilandt, 2008).
The movement of the tool is directed by a computer generated path called the toolpath,
which is executed with a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine. A toolpath
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is a combination of consecutive line and/or arc segments and a series of toolpaths is used
to manufacture any desired geometrically shaped part. The fixture must be elevated above
the floor of CNC machine to allow the tool to depress into the sheet. The tool continuously
follows one toolpath and it retracts from the sheet at completion of each toolpath, then
follows the next toolpath in a similar manner. The tool follows a toolpath or a sequence of
toolpaths until the desired shape is created. The tool only moves along the vertical axis,
thus to allow the tool to traverse along a toolpath, translations of the three-axis mill bed in
the x-axis and the y-axis are also required.
2.1.3 Traditional sheet metal forming techniques versus Single Point
Incremenal Forming
Most of the traditional sheet metal forming techniques require the use of forming dies and
thus are not advantageous for low volume applications. The time and the money spent on
the production of the dies are only beneficial for mass produced parts, where the
manufacturing cost and time of the dies are distributed over a larger number of parts. SPIF
does not require forming dies, any desired part is produced by generating a new series of
toolpaths, without the need for any dies. In many traditional sheet metal forming
techniques, unique dies are required for each differently shaped object. In SPIF, small
modifications in the part are made by adjusting the toolpath instead of modifying any
forming dies.
2.2 Mills
Though Single Point Incremental Forming is often accomplished using a three-axis mill,
SPIF with a five-axis mill is more desirable as it is possible to manufacture more complex
geometrically shaped parts (Fatima, Ham, & Milman, 2011). In traditional forming
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techniques, manufacturing of complex geometrically shaped dies are more expensive and
time consuming as compared to manufacturing relatively simple geometrically shaped
dies, thus five degrees of freedom provides even greater savings. In addition, many
complex geometrically shaped parts are mostly manufactured in low volume, so SPIF is
more suitable for the manufacturing of these parts. An economically feasible solution to
obtain five-axis mill capabilities is to extend a three-axis mill to a five axes by providing
two external axes. The two external axes are added onto a standard three-axis mill which
is available in most machine shops. The TAG adapter provides the two external axes to a
three-axis mill and facilitates SPIF.
A simple three-axis mill machine consists of a mill bed and a motor driven spindle. The
mill bed secures the workpiece and the spindle mounts and revolves the a tool. Generally,
a mill is used to remove material from a workpiece using a rotating cutter (Ivaniors, 2011).
The workpiece is fed against the cutter which removes the material. A variety of cutters are
used to accommodate different machining needs such as boring, drilling, cutting gears and
producing slots. The cutter mounted in the spindle is easily replaceable with a forming tool
to accomplish SPIF. A three-axis mill is commonly used for machining needs, although a
five-axis mill is capable of machining more complex geometrically shaped parts.
A detailed review of the existing technologies which provide two external axes is
essential in order to build a clear understanding of the TAG adapter design. This section
provides a general overview of a traditional three-axis mill to fully explain the five-axis
milling capabilities which results when external axes are used to augment a three-axis
mill. The intrinsic five-axis mill configuration is also studied to illustrate the practicality
of using the external axes to obtain the five-axis capabilities as opposed to using a
dedicated five-axis mill.
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2.2.1 A Three-Axis Mill
A three-axis mill provides three degrees of freedom by facilitating translations along the
x-axis, the y-axis and the z-axis. Generally, in a three-axis mill, the worktable moves along
the horizontal axes and the spindle moves along the vertical axes (Hlava, 2009). Two well-
known styles of three-axis mills are the horizontal mill and the vertical mill, where the only
difference between the two is the orientation of its spindle. A horizontal mill is shown in
Figure 2.5a and a vertical mill is shown in Figure 2.5b. The spindle orientation defines the
type of the mill, i.e., a vertical mill has a spindle in the vertical direction and a horizontal
mill has a spindle in the horizontal direction. The translation of the spindle is along the
vertical axis in both.
(a) A horizontal three-axis mill. (b) A vertical three-axis mill.
Figure 2.5: Three-axis mills.
2.2.2 A Five-axis Mill
A three-axis mill, a five-axis mill allows manufacturing of more complex geometrically
shaped parts than a three-axis mill due to the two additional degrees of freedom. The
additional degrees of freedom are provided either by rotating the worktable or the spindle
or a combination of both. Dedicated five-axis machining centres allow manufacturing
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complicated geometric shapes with high precision (Bohez, 2009). Dedicated five-axis
milling centres are extremely expensive. Three-axis mills are very common, thus a more
feasible solution to obtain the five-axis mill capabilities is to extend a three-axis mill to
five-axis by providing additional external axes.
2.2.3 A Three-Axis Mill with Two External Axes
Numerous designs exists which facilitate the extension of a three-axis mill to provide the
capabilities of a five-axis mill (Lin & Lee, 2004). These designs are not specifically
intended for SPIF. In addition, these designs do not provide a 100% workspace utilization.
This section reviews some existing designs and compares them with the design efficiency
of the TAG adapter.
A standard three-axis mill provides translations along the three axes. In three
dimensional (3D) space, the two additional axes are obtained by adding rotations to two of
the three axes. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic with rotation about the three axes, hence
providing three additional axes.
Figure 2.6: Three axes of rotation (Hlava, 2009).
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The following two methods, separately or combined, are used to add additional axes to
a three-axis mill:
• The rotation of the tool.
• The rotation of the workpiece/sheet.
This section discusses the spindle head attachment which rotates the tool and
rotary/tilting tables which rotate the workpiece.
2.2.3.1 A Spindle Head Attachment
A spindle head attachment on a three-axis mill provides additional axes by rotating the tool
(Griffon, 2011). The spindle head consists of a tool which rotates about one or more axes.
The spindle head attachment in Figure 2.7 adds a 360 degrees rotation about the vertical
axis and a rotation about the perpendicular axis, hence providing two additional axes.
Figure 2.7: Spindle head attachment (Griffon, 2011).
A spindle head attachment is recommended for a larger workpiece, where it is
inconvenient to move to the workpiece (Griffon, 2011). Unfortunately, due to their size
and weight these attachments cannot be mounted onto any of the small to mid-sized
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machining centres and are reserved for only the larger gantry type milling machines. In
addition, custom fabrication and installation is required for a spindle head attachment,
thus installation of the spindle head on a three-axis mill is permanent.
2.2.3.2 A Rotary/Tilting Table
The spindle head attachment rotates the tool, whereas the rotating/tilting tables rotate the
workpiece. The rotary/tilting table provides additional external axes and is placed on the
mill bed of a three-axis mill. The use of a rotary/tilting table is the most common method
of achieving five-axis mill capabilities (Griffon, 2011). Figure 2.8 shows a variety of
rotary/tilting tables (Bijnens, 2011). Each of these provides an x-axis and a z-axis rotations.
Figure 2.8a is a product by Haas Automation, Inc. Figure 2.8b is a product YUASA
International and Figure 2.8c is a product by Lyndex Nikken.
Rotary/tilting tables are less expensive than five-axis mills and allow for convenient
switching between a three-axis and a five-axis machine capabilities (Sands, 2011). Existing
rotary table designs add a rotation in one horizontal axis (either x-axis or y-axis) and a
rotation about the vertical axis (z-axis). The rotation about the vertical axis is dependent on
the rotation about the horizontal axis; without a rotation in the horizontal axis, the rotation
of the vertical axis still provides an angle of 90 degrees between the tool and the workpiece,
thus maintaining three-axis capabilities. In addition, these rotary tables do not elevate the
sheet to allow space for forming.
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(a) A product by Haas Automation Inc.
(b) A product by YUASA International. (c) A product by Lyndex Nikken.
Figure 2.8: The rotary/tilting tables.
2.3 Two-Axis Gyroscopic Adapter
The Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter consists of a fixture which integrated two
auxiliary axes. The fixture facilitates the SPIF process and the auxiliary axes provide two
additional degrees of freedom, during forming. Although, auxiliary axes for three-axis
mills are available in the open market, they are not specifically designed to incorporate the
needs of SPIF. The TAG adapter overcomes the drawbacks in existing designs available in
the market. The TAG adapter provides two independent axes of rotation, where rotating
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either one axis or the both provides an angle different than 90 degrees between the sheet
and the tool. Additionally, the TAG adapter elevates the sheet at a height to facilitate SPIF.
The TAG adapter was originally designed at UOIT in 2008 (Heilandt, 2008). In 2009, the
TAG adapter was redesigned to increase the allowable rotations of the auxiliary axes and
reduce the fixture mass (Rembosz, 2009).
As (Rembosz, 2009) explains, the requirement of the design was to build a
fixture/table to attain 4th and 5th axis capabilities around one common center point,
similar to gyroscopic motion. Figure 2.9 illustrates a simple mechanical system
describing gyroscopic motion (Hand & Finch, 2002). In Figure 2.9, the outer frame of the
device rotates about an axis and is attached to a support. The next inner frame is mounted
in the outer frame and also rotates about an axis that is perpendicular to the outer frame.
Notice the intersection point of the inner and the outer frames’ axes of rotation is never
moved, hence the rotations of the two axes is around one common point.
Figure 2.9: The gyroscopic device (Fowles & Cassiday, 1991).
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The TAG adapter design is based on the same concept; it consists of an outer frame
and an inner frame. Similar to the gyroscopic system above, the outer frame is attached to
a fixed support, called the base frame. The inner frame is attached to the outer frame as
shown in Figure 2.10a. The outer frame rotates about its axle, the y-axis. The inner frame
is attached to the outer frame and rotates about its axles, the x-axis. The sheet is secured in
the inner frame, as shown in Figure 2.10b.
(a) The TAG adapater without the sheet and rotation. (b) The TAG adapater with the sheet and rotation.
Figure 2.10: The TAG adapater (Rembosz, 2009).
The range of motion of the TAG adapter is described by the allowable range of rotations
about the outer and inner frames. The allowable rotations’ range of the outer frame and the
inner frame is +/- 40◦ and +/- 15◦ respectively (Rembosz, 2009).
2.3.1 Existing external auxiliary axes versus the Two-Axis Gyroscopic
Adapter
The TAG adapter provides independent and simultaneous rotation of the two axes; i.e., the
outer frame and the inner frame have individual and independent rotations. Rotating the
sheet on either of the axes changes the angle between the tool and sheet. This angle is 90
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degrees when the frames are not rotated. When the outer and inner frames are rotated
simultaneously, the range of possible angles between the sheet and the tool is greater.
Existing auxiliary axes add a rotation about the vertical axis and another rotation about the
horizontal axis to obtain the two degrees of freedom. The rotation about the horizontal
axis is necessary to obtain an angle other than 90 degrees between the sheet and the tool;
rotation about the vertical axis alone is not sufficient. An important point to note is the
that base frame of the TAG adapter elevates the sheet at a height which allows depressing
into the sheet to allow for forming through the fixture. The other similar technologies
discussed in this section do not elevate the sheet. Thus, the TAG adapter provides a more
efficient design to facilitate the extension of a three-axis mill to a five-axis SPIF mill by
providing two independent axes of rotations and elevating the sheet to allow for SPIF.
SPIF uses toolpaths to direct the motion of the three-axis mill and the TAG adapter’s
frames. The SPIF toolpaths are studied next to understand the coordination of the tool
and the sheet during the execution of a toolpath, which is used in the development of the
actuation system for the TAG adapter, later in the thesis.
2.4 Forming Toolpaths
The Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) technique uses a spherical forming tool
which traverses along the sheet and simultaneously depresses it by following a computer
generated path, called the toolpath (Fratini, Ambrogio, Lorenzo, Filice, & Micari, 2004).
The toolpaths are executed by a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine. A
toolpath is a combination of consecutive straight line and/or arc segments and a toolpath
or a series of toolpaths is used to manufacture any shape (Elber et al., 2006). The process
of traversing along a toolpath consists of sequentially traversing along each segments of
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the toolpath. For five-axis mill capabilities with varying angles, this involves an extra
layer of complexity, since the sheet must be rotated from the orientation for each line
segment to the orientation required for the next line segment. To maintain its position on
the sheet, the tool moves with the sheet while the sheet is rotating for the next line
segment. This thesis focuses on developing an actuation system for the outer and inner
frames of the TAG adapter for the execution of a toolpath in a five degrees of freedom
environment. The suitable coordination of the tool and the sheet (or equivalently the TAG
adapter) while traversing along a line segment and while moving from one line segment of
the toolpath to the next plays an important role for the successful execution of a toolpath.
2.4.1 The Roles of the Outer and the Inner Frames
The sheet of metal is secured in the inner frame of the TAG adapter, which rotates about
the x-axis. The inner frame is attached to the outer frame of the TAG adapter, which rotates
about the y-axis. The rotation of the outer frame also rotates the attached inner frame
which in turn rotates the sheet. Thus, rotating the outer frame only rotates the sheet about
the y-axis, rotating the inner frame only rotates the sheet about the x-axis and simultaneous
rotations of the inner and outer frames provide rotation about any line in the x-y plane. This
section discusses the role of the outer and the inner frames for a toolpath.
Figure 2.11 shows an arbitrary toolpath which consists of three line segments. These
line segments lie on the blank sheet of metal. Each line segment requires rotating the sheet
to a predefined position to obtain the desired angle between the line segment and the tool.
Rotating the sheet requires rotating the outer and/or inner frames of the TAG adapter. In
Figure 2.11, the angle between the vector representing the forming tool (defined as the
forming tool vector) and the first line segment is 90 degrees. The first line segment does
not utilize the five-axis mill capabilities; i.e., rotation of the outer or inner frame is not
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Figure 2.11: Angle between the line segment and the tool.
required. The angle between the second line segment and the forming tool vector is θ. The
second line segment utilizes the five-axis mill capabilities, thus rotations of the outer frame
and/or inner frame is necessary. Similarly, the angle between the forming tool vector and
the third line segment is β, which requires another rotation of the outer and/or inner frame.
It is important to note that the rotations of the outer and inner frames are fixed for each line
segment of a toolpath. The orientation/rotation of the sheet stays constant while the tool
traverses along a line segment. Each line segment requires the sheet to rotate to a specific
position/orientation. The sheet must be rotated carefully to avoid any possible collision
between the sheet and the tool. The coordination of the tool and the sheet while moving
from one segment of a toolpath to the next is of great importance.
2.4.2 Coordination of the tool and the sheet
The execution of a toolpath consisting of multiple line segments is divided into two major
categories; traversing along a line segment and connecting two line segments together.
This section discusses the coordination of the tool and sheet while traversing along a line
segment and while moving from one line segment to the next.
For each line segment, the sheet must be at a predefined position or orientation. The
orientation is dependent on the required angle between the tool and the line segment.
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Rotation of the sheet is required when the desired position of the sheet is different from
the current position of the sheet. The tool is placed at the initial point of the first line
segment after the sheet is rotated to desired position for the first line segment. Traversing
along a line segment only requires translations of the mill bed (the x-axis and/or the
y-axis) and the tool (the z-axis); rotation of the sheet stays constant during traversal of the
line segment. In three-axis mill the tool remains at a fixed height, whereas with five-axis
SPIF the tool is constantly be adjusted to the changing height of the sheet based on the
slope of the line. In a CNC machine, the line segment is represented as a sequence of
coordinate points, as shown in Figure 2.12. Translations along the x-axis, the y-axis and
the z-axis moves the tool to the following coordinate point. The tool keeps moving on
from one coordinate point of a line segment to the next until the final coordinate point is
reached.
Figure 2.12: A toolpath.
When the tool finishes traversing along the first line segment it is at the final point of
the first line segment, p1, which is also the first point of the next line segment, as shown
in Figure 2.12. When the sheet rotates for the next line segment, p1 moves with the sheet
as well. To keep a constant pressure, the tool must maintain contact with the sheet while
the sheet is rotating or translating for the next line segment. If the tool doesn’t move with
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the sheet while the sheet is rotating and translating, it either punctures the sheet or looses
contact with it. Figure 2.13 illustrates these scenarios. If the tool is kept at its original
position then moving the sheet from the current position to the desired position causes the
tool to puncture the sheet. Alternatively, the tool looses contact with the sheet while the
sheet is rotated to the desired position from its current position. To avoid these situations
the tool must be moved with the sheet while the sheet is rotating or translating to connect
two line segments.
Figure 2.13: The coordination of the tool and the sheet.
2.4.3 Discussion
This chapter provides the mechanical details of the TAG adapter design, which is used in
the subsequent work to recognize the TAG adapter on a three-axis mill as a serial robot.
The serial robotic configuration of the TAG adapter is later used to derive inverse kinematic
equations to find the required rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames, during the execution
of a toolpath. The roles of the outer and inner frames during the execution of a toolpath is
studied and the coordination of the tool and the sheet during the execution of a toolpath is
also discussed. These concepts assist in deriving the equations of motion for the translations
of the three-axis mill and the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames later in the thesis.
Chapter 3
Analysis of the Robotic Configuration of
the Two-Axis Gyroscopic Adapter
The Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter incorporates two auxiliary axes which provide
two additional degrees of freedom during forming. When the TAG adapter is installed onto
a three-axis mill, it provides five-axis mill capabilities to the three-axis mill. The five-axis
mill capabilities allow for an angle different than 90 degrees between the sheet and the tool,
hence enabling the manufacturing of more complex geometrically shaped parts. The TAG
adapter is specifically designed for Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) which uses
computer programs, called toolpaths, to manufacture a part. A toolpath is a combination of
straight line and/or arc segments.
In order to automate the actuation of the auxiliary axes to utilize the additional degrees
of freedom during forming, the TAG adapter is studied as a serial robot. A robot uses
computer programs which direct the actuation of its joints (Sciavicco & Siciliano, 2000).
Similarly, the TAG adapter utilizes the toolpaths to direct the actuation of its serial joints.
The toolpaths are executed with a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine. The
execution of a toolpath or a segment of a toolpath with the TAG adapter involves directing a




General serial and parallel robotic configurations are reviewed in this chapter to
recognize the TAG adapter as a serial robot. Various serial industrial robots are studied to
lay a stronger foundation for understanding the serial robotic configuration of the TAG
adapter and recognizing the correlation between the mechanical design of the robot and its
workspace. This chapter evaluates the robotic configuration of the TAG adapter. The
concept of frames of reference is introduced, and later used to discuss the sequence of
motion of TAG adapter and the three-axis mill, during forming. The equations of motion
for the TAG adapter’s rotations and the three-axis mill’s translations for the execution of a
toolpath are derived in this chapter. These are used later in the thesis to derive the
generalized form of the equations to execute any given toolpath.
3.1 Robotic Manipulators
The TAG adapter is equivalent to an industrial robotic manipulator. A robotic manipulator
is typically composed of rigid links, a fixed end called the base and a free moving end called
the end effector. The rigid links are connected by moving joints (Gosselin, 1990). The
industrial robotic manipulators are divided into two major categories, parallel and serial
manipulators. A parallel manipulator is composed of independent links whereas the links of
a serial manipulator are connected to each other through joints. The TAG adapter consists
of two links, which are connected to each other through joints. This section first studies the
general serial and parallel robotic configurations in order to recognize the TAG adapter as a
serial robot. Different serial manipulators’ configurations, such as cylindrical and spherical
manipulators, are studied later to broaden the understanding of the serial manipulators and
to understand the correlation between the mechanical design of a robot and its workspace.
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3.1.1 A Parallel Manipulator
The key characteristic of a parallel manipulator is that each link is connected directly to
the end effector and the base through joints, as shown in Figure 3.1. Thus, all the rigid
links are independent and movement of any of the links through the relevant joints moves
the end effector. Hence, the links work together in parallel to achieve the desired position
of the end effector. A disadvantage of a typical parallel manipulator is that usually its end
effector’s range of motion is small (Gosselin & Angeles, 1998). On the other hand, a major
advantage of the parallel manipulator is that it typically provides high accuracy of its end
effector’s final position.
Figure 3.1: Parallel manipulator (Gosselin & Angeles, 1998).
3.1.2 A Serial Manipulator
Unlike a parallel manipulator, in a serial manipulator the links are not independent; they
are connected to each other through joints, as shown in Figure 3.2. The movement of each
link moves the subsequent links (Gosselin & Angeles, 1991). Thus, movement of the links
in series results in the motion which defines the final position of the end effector. Unlike
a parallel manipulator, the serial manipulator provides a greater range of motion of its end
effector, since the movement of a link is translated to the following links. A difference
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between the desired actuation of the link and the actual actuation of a link is propagated
to the subsequent links thereby propagating positional errors. Hence, a small error in the
initial links can cause a great deviation in the end effector’s desired position.
Figure 3.2: Serial manipulator (Gosselin & Angeles, 1998).
The TAG adapter is equivalent to a serial robot since it consists of two links (the
auxiliary axes) which are connected by joints. The workspace of a manipulator is defined
as the volume swept by the end effector when all the possible motions of its robotic joints
are executed. A few serial industrial robots with different workspace are studied next to
observe the relationship between the mechanical design of a robot and its workspace and
to set a stronger foundation for understanding the serial robotic configuration of the TAG
adapter.
A Rectangular Manipulator:
The rectangular manipulator is a serial manipulator. As the name suggests, the
workspace of a rectangular manipulator is rectangular (George, 2011). A three
dimensional rectangular shape involves linear motion (i.e., translation) along the three
axes. Thus, a rectangular workspace is achieved when the end effector is able to move
along the x-axis, the y-axis and the z-axis (Tanev, 1999). The translations along the three
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axes are facilitated by three prismatic joints. The three translations of a rectangular
manipulator provide three degrees of freedom. Figure 3.3 (a) and (c) show two
rectangular manipulators and Figure 3.3 (b) shows the workspace of a rectangular
manipulator. The rectangular manipulators are commonly used in pick and place
operations.
Figure 3.3: Rectangular manipulator (George, 2011).
A Cylindrical Manipulator:
Robotic manipulators which follow a hollow cylindrical shaped workspace are another
form of serial manipulators called cylindrical manipulators (George, 2011). The workspace
of a cylindrical manipulator is a three dimensional hollow cylindrical shape which involves
two translations and a rotation about one of the two translated axes (Hoffmann, 1997). A
hollow cylindrical workspace is achieved when the end effector is able to move along two
axes and rotate about one these axes. Each translation is facilitated by a prismatic joint
and the rotation is facilitated by a revolute joint. Cylindrical manipulators provide three
degrees of freedom. Figure 3.4 (a) and (c) show two different cylindrical manipulators
where the rotation, θ, is about the z-axis and the two translations are along the z-axis and
the y-axis. Figure 3.4 (b) show the workspace of the cylindrical manipulator. Cylindrical
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manipulators are mostly used in machine loading and unloading and coating applications.
Figure 3.4: Cylindrical manipulator (George, 2011).
The type of the joints and their placement in the robot are the key factors for creating
the workspace of a robot. The robotic configuration of the TAG adapter is studied then later
used to develop the actuation system of the TAG adapter for the execution of a toolpath.
The concept of frames of reference is used in the subsequent work to relate the positioning
of the line segment after the sheet is rotated.
3.2 Frames of Reference
Consider a person A sitting in a moving train. To an observer in the same train, A’s
displacement is zero, yet to an observer outside the train, the position of person A is
changing over a period of time. Generally, an object may appear to have one motion to
one observer and a different motion to a second observer, depending on how the two
observers are moving with respect to one object (Clancy, 2009). The train is the frame of
reference for anyone in the train so all the observations are with respect to the train. The
frame of reference for the observer outside the train is the ground and his/her observations
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are with respect to the ground. Hence, the position of person A can be described using
different coordinate points and each coordinate point is correct with respect to its own
frame of reference.
Now, consider marking a point A on the blank sheet of metal and secure it in the inner
frame of the TAG adapter. A rotation of the sheet compels an observer to consider the
point A has displaced from its original position, yet the point A on the sheet is still at its
original marked position with respect to the sheet itself. Consequently, if two different
coordinate points are used to define the position of the point A, then both coordinate points
are correct with respect to their own frame of reference. A frame of reference refers to a
set of coordinate axes with respect to which the position of an object is described. A frame
of reference that is fixed is called a fixed reference frame (e.g., the ground) (Clancy, 2009).
A frame of reference that is moving with respect to the fixed reference frame is called the
moving reference frame (e.g., train or the rotating sheet).
3.3 Serial Robotic Configuration of the Two-Axis
Gyroscopic Adapter
The Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter provides two degrees of freedom. When placed
on the mill bed of a three-axis mill, it expands the range of motion to give five-axis mill
capabilities to a three-axis mill. This section describes how the TAG adapter installed on
a three-axis mill is equated to a five degrees of freedom serial robot. This equivalency is
used to describe the sequence the motion of the mill, the TAG adapter and the tool, during
forming. The five degrees of freedom equivalency is broken into two parts; three degrees
of freedom for the mill and two degrees of freedom for the TAG adapter. The two parts are
looked at separately and together.
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A standard three-axis mill’s three degrees of freedom are achieved by providing
translations of the sheet of metal along the horizontal axes (the x-axis and y-axis) and
translation of the tool along the vertical axis (the z-axis). Two different robots are used to
provide the three degrees of freedom of a three-axis mill. One of the two robots is a two
degree of freedom serial robot and the other robot is a one degree of freedom robot. The
two degree of freedom serial robot has two prismatic joints and facilitates the translation
of the sheet along the horizontal axes. The one degree of freedom robot in the three-axis
mill has one prismatic joint and facilitates the translation of the tool along the z-axis. The
contact point of the sheet and the tool results from the positions of the prismatic joints of
the two robots. Hence, the two robots together define the position of the tool on the
workpiece and provide three degrees of freedom.
The TAG adapter is equivalent to a two degree of freedom serial robot. The base frame
of the TAG adapter is equivalent to the base of the robot and the outer frame which is
attached to the base frame through a revolute joint is equivalent to the rigid link of the
robot. The inner frame which is connected to the outer frame through another revolute
joint is equivalent to the end effector of the robot. The position/orientation of the inner
frame results from the positions of the two revolute joints.
When the TAG adapter is installed onto the mill bed, the position of the inner frame is
no longer only dependent on positions of the two revolute joints; the translations of the mill
bed in the x and y axes play a role as well. The translations of the mill bed in the x-axis
and the y-axis translate the TAG adapter in the x-axis and the y-axis. Thus, the position of
the inner frame is determined by the translations of the three-axis mill in the x-axis and the
y-axis and the rotations of the outer and the inner frames. The contact point of the sheet
and the tool is determined by the translations of the mill bed in the x-axis and the y-axis
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and the rotations of the outer and inner frames and the translation of the tool in the z-axis,
in series. Hence, the TAG adapter installed onto the three-axis mill is equivalent to a five
degrees of freedom serial robot.
(a) Forming tool at the initial position, pi (b) Forming tool at the final position, pf
Figure 3.5: Sequence of motion (Rembosz, 2009)
To explain the sequence of motion of the robotic configuration of the three-axis mill
and the TAG adapter, Figure 3.5a and 3.5b are used. In Figure 3.5a, pi represents a current
contact point of the sheet and the tool. In Figure 3.5b, the point pf represents the desired
contact point of the sheet and the tool. As Figures 3.5a and 3.5b depict, displacements
along the x-axis, the y-axis and the z-axis are required to move the contact point of the
sheet and the tool to pf from pi. In addition, rotations of the sheet are also required.
The translations of the mill bed along the x-axis and the y-axis translate the TAG adapter
which ultimately translates the sheet, secured in the inner frame of the TAG adapter. The
z-axis displacement is accomplished by translating the tool. The rotation of the sheet is
accomplished by rotations of the outer and inner frames.
To move the contact point of the sheet and the tool from pi to pf in Figure 3.5a and 3.5b,
respectively, translations of the three axes of the mill and the rotations of the outer and the
inner frames of the TAG adapter are required. The motion of the TAG adapter’s frames
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and the mill translations are explained in detail in the next section and a set of equations of
motion is provided for the execution of a toolpath.
3.4 The Toolpath Execution
A toolpath is a combination of consecutive connected straight line and/or arc segments. The
thesis focuses on the toolpaths consisting of straight line segments. The study on the line
segment can be extended for the arc segment in the future work since an arc segment can
be studied as a sequence of small consecutive straight line segments. These line segments
lie on the surface of the sheet. Since five-axis mill capabilities allow rotating the sheet,
the angle between each line segment and the tool can be different. The end point of a line
segment on the sheet, which is also the start point of the next consecutive connected line
segment, moves with each rotation of the sheet in three dimensional space despite being
fixed in the sheet. The tool must maintain its position on the sheet at that point (i.e., the end
point of the current line segment or the start point of the next line segment), by following
the rotation of the sheet as it is prepared for the next line segment. The execution of a
toolpath consists of two major parts; traversing along a line segment of the toolpath and
rotating the sheet for the next line segment of the toolpath while maintaining the position of
the tool on the sheet. Traversing along a line segment requires translating the sheet and the
tool, using only linear translations of the mill. The rotation of the sheet is accomplished by
the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames while the tool maintains its position on the sheet
by translations of the three-axis mill. During the execution of the toolpath the movement
of the sheet and the tool must be sequenced to ensure the tool doesn’t puncture the sheet
while the sheet is rotating for the next line segment or when the tool is traversing along the
line segment.
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This section provides the five equations of motion required for execution of a toolpath;
three translations of the mill and two rotations of the TAG adapter. These equations are later
used in the thesis to provide the a generalized set of equations of motion for the execution
of any toolpath. The generalized equations are used to develop an algorithm in MATLAB
to execute an arbitrary toolpath. The algorithm generates an array of data points for the five
motions (i.e., three translations of the mill and two rotations of the TAG adapter), which
can be utilized by a CNC machine to direct the motions of the mill and the TAG adapter to
execute a toolpath.
3.4.1 Equations of Motion
It is assumed that a SPIF operator defines a series of points which are connected to obtain
the line segments of the toolpath. The series of data points are defined in reference to the
sheet. The desired angle between each line segment and the tool is also defined by the
SPIF operator. The angle between the line segment and the tool is variable and the angles
between the tool and the line perpendicular to the line segments are kept at 90 degrees, in
this thesis. This is discussed in detail in the next chapter. The velocity to traverse along the
toolpath, vline, and the velocity to rotate the sheet, ωsheet, are defined as well by the SPIF
operator. Figure 3.7 shows an arbitrary toolpath consisting of two line segments where the
start and the end points of the first line segment are named r and s, respectively. Since
the segments of a toolpath are connected, the end point of the first line segment, r, is also
the start position of the second line segment. The end point of the second line segment
is t. Note, the points r, s and t are defined in reference to the sheet. The desired angle
between the first line segment and the tool is β and the desired angle between the second
line segment and the tool is α. To obtain the desired angle between each line segment and
the tool, a different rotation of the sheet is required. After the sheet is rotated for the first
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line segment, the start and the end points of the first line segment are moved in reference
to the fixed reference frame of the CNC machine and are named r(rotated) and s1(rotated).
Similarly, after the sheet is rotated for the second line segment, the start and the end points
of the second line segment are moved in reference to the fixed reference frame and are
named s2(rotated) and t(rotated). Placing the tool from the end point of the 1st line segment,
which is s1(rotated), to the start point of the 2nd line segment, which is s2(rotated), not only
requires rotating the sheet but the translations of the tool and sheet are also required.
Figure 3.6: The toolpath on the sheet.
Each equation of motion, for the execution of the toolpath illustrated in Figure 3.7, is
divided into three different time intervals, where the first time interval, ( t0 ≤ t ≤ t1), is
for traversing along the first line segment, the second time interval, (t1 < t ≤ t2), is for
connecting the two line segments of the toolpath and the third time interval, (t2 < t ≤ t3),
is for traversing along the second line segment of the toolpath. The equations of motion
for the outer and inner frames of the TAG adapter are utilized in deriving the equations of
motion for the translations of the mill. The tool is placed at r(rotated) at the time t0.
The rotations of the outer and inner frames are constant when the tool traverses along
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a line segment and are calculated using inverse kinematic equations in the next chapter.
The mill’s axes are translating in the first and the third intervals to facilitate the traversing
of the tool along the line segment. The mill translations are calculated using equation for
constant linear motion, which calculates the position at time t, d(t), of an object moving
with a constant linear velocity of vd from an initial position of d(t0), as shown below:
d(t) = d(t0) + vdt.
Thus, the translations of the mill axes in the first interval, ( t0 ≤ t ≤ t1), are given by:
x(t) = x(t0) + vx1t,
y(t) = y(t0) + vy1t and (3.4.1)
z(t) = z(t0) + vz1t,
and the translations of the mill axes in the third interval, (t2 < t ≤ t3), are given by:
x(t) = x(t2) + vx3t,
y(t) = y(t2) + vy3t and (3.4.2)
z(t) = z(t2) + vz3t,
where x(t2), y(t2) and z(t2) are the positions of the mill axes at the start of the third time
interval or equivalently the positions of the mill axes at the end of the second time interval.
Additionally, x(t0), y(t0) and z(t0) are the positions of the mill axes at the start of the
first interval or equivalently the position r after the sheet is rotated; i.e., r(rotated). Forward
kinematic equations are used to calculate x(t0), y(t0) and z(t0) in the next chapter.
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The mill axes’ velocities vx1, vy1 and vz1 in the first interval in Equation 3.4.1 and vx2,
vy2 and vz2 and in the third interval in Equation 3.4.2 are the component velocities of vline
in each interval and are calculated as below:
1st time interval = Δtinterval1 =




distance of the 1st line segment =
√
(ry − sy)2 + (rx − sx)2.
Similarly,
3rd time interval = Δtinterval3 =




distance of the 3rd line segment =
√



























Note, the required displacements of the mill axes for the line segment on the un-rotated
sheet are not the same as the displacements for the line segment on the rotated sheet (e.g.,
(rx − sx) = (rx(rotated) − sx1(rotated))) .
In the second time interval, the TAG adapter’s frames’ are rotating to rotate the sheet
to the desired position for the next line segment. To calculate the TAG adapter’s frames
rotations in the second time interval, the equation for constant angular motion is used. This
calculates the rotation at time t, θ(t), of an object rotating with a constant angular velocity,
ω, from an initial rotation θ(t0), as shown below:
θ(t) = θ(t0) + ωt.
Thus, the rotations for the outer frame (φy) and the inner frame (φx) in the second time
interval are given by:
φy(t) = φy(t1) + ωyt and
φx(t) = φx(t1) + ωxt, (3.4.3)
where φy(t1) and φx(t1) are the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames at the start of
second time interval or equivalently the rotations of the TAG adapter for the first line
segment. The angular velocities, ωy and ωx are calculated to ensure the completion time
for both frames’ rotations is the same and that the velocity to rotate the sheet ωsheet, which
is defined by a SPIF operator, is achieved. The rotational velocity of the sheet is the same
as the rotational velocity of the frame with the maximum displacement; the frame with the
minimum displacement is rotated slowly to ensure the time to complete the rotation for
both frames is the same. This allows calculating the time to rotate the sheet, which is the
same as the time to rotate the outer and the inner frames. This concept is used to calculate







Δφx = abs(φx(t1)− φx(t2)) and
Δφy = abs(φy(t1)− φy(t2)).
Thus













The mill axes are also translating in the second time interval to connect the two line
segments and the following equations are used to calculate the translations:
x(t) = x(t0) + vx3t,
y(t) = y(t0) + vy3t and (3.4.4)
z(t) = z(t0) + vz3t.
The velocities for the mill axes translations are calculated using the time to rotate the sheet
in the second time interval, Δtinterval2, and required displacements of the mill axes in
the second time interval. The required displacements in the second time interval are the
required displacements to move from the end point of the first time interval to the start














Thus, using Equations 3.4.1-4 and the fact that the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames
are constant for a line segment of a toolpath, the equations of motion for the outer and the




φy(t0), if t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
φy(t1) + ωyt, if t1 < t ≤ t2





φy(t0), if t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
φx(t1) + ωxt, if t1 < t ≤ t2
φy(t2), if t2 < t ≤ t3,
(3.4.6)
where φx(t0) and φy(t0) are the rotations of the outer and inner frames for the first line
segment and φx(t2) and φy(t2) are the rotations of the outer and inner frames for the second
line segment, which are calculated in the next chapter.




x(t0) + vx1t, if t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
x(t1) + vx2t, if t1 < t ≤ t2





y(t0) + vy1t, if t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
y(t1) + vy2t, if t1 < t ≤ t2






z(t0) + vz1t, if t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
z(t1) + vz2t, if t1 < t ≤ t2
z(t2) + vz3t, if t2 < t ≤ t3,
(3.4.9)
where x(t0), y(t0) and z(t0) are the coordinates of r(rotated) which is calculated using
forward kinematic equations derived in the next chapter. vx1, vy1, vz1, vx2, vy2, vz2, vx3, vy3
and vz3 are the velocities of the mill axes, derived in this section.
Studying the TAG adapter’s robotic configuration in this chapter allows deriving its
kinematic equations in the next chapter. The kinematic equations are used to calculate
the required rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames for a line segment of a toolpath. The
toolpath execution is discussed in this chapter and five equations of motion for calculating
the three translations of the three-axis mill and two rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames
for the execution of a toolpath are derived. These equations of motion are used later in the
thesis to derive a generalized form of equations of motion to execute any given toolpath.
Chapter 4
Derivation of Kinematic Equations for
the Two-Axis Gyroscopic Adapter
The Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter is designed to facilitate Single Point Incremental
Forming (SPIF) and to provide two additional degrees of freedom during forming. In SPIF,
a blank sheet of metal is secured in a fixture and pressure is applied through a spherical
forming tool which simultaneously traverses on the sheet and depresses it to manufacture
any desired geometrically shaped part (Heilandt, 2008). The TAG adapter is placed on the
mill bed of a three-axis mill to provide five-axis mill capabilities to the three-axis mill. A
forming tool installed in a standard three-axis mill only moves along the vertical axis. In
order for the forming tool to traverse on the blank sheet of metal, movement of the forming
tool alone is not sufficient; movement of the sheet is also required. Translations (linear
movements) of the mill bed translate the TAG adapter which in turn translates the sheet,
secured in the auxiliary axes of the TAG adapter. Rotations of the TAG adapter’s auxiliary
axes rotate the sheet as well. The mill has a built in control system used to control the
translations of the mill. This thesis develops the actuation system for the auxiliary axes of
the TAG adapter for the execution of a toolpath.
The TAG adapter with a three-axis mill is considered equivalent to a five degrees of
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freedom serial robot. This idea leads to the derivation of the kinematic equations which
are required for the development of the actuation system for the execution of a toolpath.
Forward kinematic equations are used to calculate the design efficiency of the TAG
adapter and inverse kinematic equations calculate the required rotations of the TAG
adapter’s frames for a line segment of a toolpath.
4.1 Problem Formulation
The objective of this thesis is to develop an actuation system for the TAG adapter to
execute a toolpath. The rotation of the sheet is fixed while the tool traverses along any line
segment of a toolpath. The first step towards the development of the actuation system is to
calculate the required rotations for the outer and inner frames to move the sheet to the
desired orientation/position for a line segment. The sheet is rotated to the desired position
relative to its previous position as opposed to an absolute position. Rotating the sheet
relative to its previous position requires a very small increment/decrement in the rotation
in the majority of the cases. To rotate the sheet to the desired position relative to its
current position, the current position of the sheet must be known.
A frame of reference (or reference frame) is a coordinate system relative to which the
position or orientation of an object is defined. Generally, a cartesian coordinate system
(i.e., a set of three coordinate axes represented by three unit vectors which are mutually
perpendicular) is selected to represent a reference frame. A fixed reference frame is
positioned at the intersection point of the inner and the outer frames’ axes of rotation (i.e.,
the origin of the three coordinate axes is positioned at the intersection point of the axes of
rotations). The intersection point stays stationary for all the possible rotations of the outer
and the inner frames. A moving reference frame is positioned on the sheet at the same
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(a) Current position of the sheet. (b) Desired position of the sheet.
Figure 4.1: Sheet in different frames of reference.
intersection point which rotates with the sheet. The moving reference frame attached to
the sheet determines the orientation of the sheet when defined with respect to a fixed
reference frame. Figure 4.1 illustrates how the frames of reference move.
In Figure 4.1, i, j and k are the unit vectors for the fixed reference frame. The moving
reference frame attached to the sheet rotates with the sheet, thus the orientation of the
moving reference frame also varies from one rotation of the sheet to another relative to a
fixed reference frame. In Figure 4.1, the moving reference frames î, ĵ, k̂ and î′, ĵ′, k̂′
represent two different orientations of the sheet, where î, ĵ, k̂ is considered the current
orientation of the sheet and î′, ĵ′, k̂′ is considered the desired orientation of the sheet. The
orientation of both reference frames is defined relative to the fixed reference frame, i, j
and k. The current orientation of the sheet, which is represented by î, ĵ, k̂ must be known
to rotate the sheet to the desired position relative to its current position, where the desired
orientation is represented by î′, ĵ′, k̂′.
Each line segment lies on the surface of the sheet and is parallel to the surface, thus
the orientation of the line segment can be used to describe the orientation of the sheet,
when defined relative to a fixed reference frame. The orientation of the moving reference
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frame attached to the sheet is defined relative to the fixed reference frame. Defining the line
segment relative to the moving reference frame is equivalent to defining the line segment
relative to the fixed reference frame since the moving reference frame is in reference to the
fixed reference frame. To simplify the subsequent discussion, the orientation of the line
segment is used to describe the orientation of the sheet.
The moving reference frame describing the current orientation of the sheet is named
Frame 1. Figure 4.2 shows a line segment in Frame 1 or a current position of the sheet.
Figure 4.2: Line segment in Frame 1 (Rembosz, 2009).
The line segment in Frame 1 is defined as:








where [axi, ayi, azi] is the initial point of the line segment and [axf , ayf , azf ] is the final
point of the line segment, in Frame 1.
The moving reference frame describing the desired orientation of the sheet is named
Frame 2. Figure 4.3 shows a line segment in Frame 2 or a desired position of the sheet.
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Figure 4.3: Line segment in Frame 2 (Rembosz, 2009).
The line segment in Frame 2 is defined as:








where [ax̂i, aŷi, aẑi] is the initial point of the line segment and [ax̂f , aŷf , aẑf ] is the final
point of the line segment, in Frame 2.
The line segment in Frame 1 and the line segment in Frame 2 are both known (i.e., the
current position of the sheet and the desired position of the sheet are known). In addition
to the line segments, the angle between the line segments and the forming tool vector is
also known, where the forming tool vector represents the orientation of the forming tool.
Figure 4.3 shows the line segment in Frame 2 and the angle θ between the forming tool
vector and the line segment. The line segment in Frame 1 and the angle between the line
segment in Frame 2 and the forming tool vector are used to find the required rotations of
the outer and inner frames to move the sheet from the current position described by the line
segment in Frame 1, as shown in Figure 4.2, to the desired position described by the line
segment Frame 2, as shown in Figure 4.3. The angle between the forming tool vector and
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the line segment in Frame 2 is θ.
In general, the angle between two vectors is found using the dot product:
Definition: Dot Product.
Given any two vectors ā and b̄, the dot product of ā and b̄ is defined as ā  b̄ where
ā  b̄ = |a||b| cosφ, (4.1.3)
and φ is the angle between the two vectors ā and b̄.
The dot product of the line segment in Frame 2 and the forming tool vector is given as:
[Line segment in Frame 2]  [Forming tool vector] =
|Line segment in Frame 2||Forming tool vector| cos θ, (4.1.4)
where θ is the angle between the forming tool vector and the line segment in Frame 2.
Equation 4.1.4 must be satisfied to ensure the angle between the forming tool vector and
the line segment in Frame 2 is θ.
Since the forming tool in 4.1.4 moves along the vertical axis, thus the forming tool
vector is represented as:








and the line segment in Frame 2 is generated from the line segment in Frame 1 by a rotation
of the sheet. The rotation of the sheet is facilitated by the rotation of the outer frame
(rotation about the y-axis) and/or the rotation of the inner frame (rotation about the x-axis).
The line segment in Frame 2 is defined in terms of the line segment in Frame 1 as:
[Line segment in Frame 2] = [y−axis Rot.][x−axis Rot.][Line segment in Frame 1]
[Line segment in Frame 2] = [Hφy ][Hφx ][Line segment in Frame 1]. (4.1.6)
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Equation 4.1.6 is derived from the concept of forward kinematic, where Hφy and Hφx
are the rotational transformational matrices.
4.2 Forward Kinematic
Consider a simple two degrees of freedom serial robot, where the end effector’s position
results from the position of the two revolute joints. A change in the joints’ position changes
the position of the end effector, as well. Forward kinematic equations of a robot calculate
the position of the end effector with respect to a fixed frame of reference, given the positions
of the joints (Hlava, 2011). The following forward kinematic equation is used to define the
final position Pf of the end effector relative to the initial position Pi of the end effector:
Pf = Hφ1Hφ2Pi,
where Pi is the initial/current position of the end effector and Pf is the final/desired position
of the end effector. Rotational transformational matrices, Hφ1 and Hφ2 , incorporate the
rotations of the two joints. The positions Pi and Pf are both in reference to a fixed frame
of reference.
The TAG adapter is equivalent to a two degrees of freedom serial robot, where its inner
frame is equivalent to the end effector of the robot. The sheet is attached to the inner
frame. For this reason, the orientation of the sheet is the same as the orientation of the
inner frame. The orientation of the inner frame results from the rotations of the outer and
inner frames. As mentioned earlier, the orientation of the sheet is described using the line
segments which lie on the surface of the sheet. Forward kinematic equations are used to
define a line segment in Frame 2 relative to the line segment in Frame 1, as shown in
Equation 4.1.6. This is equivalent to calculating the orientation/position of the sheet after
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rotations of the outer and inner frames. This section derives the rotational matrices in
Equation 4.1.6.
4.2.1 Rotation
The TAG adapter’s outer and inner frames provide rotation about the y-axis and the x-axis,
respectively. The rotation matrices are developed by establishing a relationship between a
vector in Frame 2 and the same vector in Frame 1. When a vector in Frame 1 is represented
as
Ā = Axi+ Ayj + Azk. (4.2.1)
Mathematically, the same vector in Frame 2 is represented as
´̄A = Ax́î+ Aý ĵ + Aźk̂, (4.2.2)
where i,j,k are the unit vectors for the moving reference frame in Frame 1 and î,ĵ ,k̂ are
the unit vectors for the moving reference frame in of Frame 2. The vector ´̄A in Frame 2 in
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Equation 4.2.5 represents a vector in Frame 2 in terms of the vector in Frame 1. Equation
4.2.5 is used to derive the rotation matrices about the y-axis and the x-axis.
Rotation about the y-axis
Figure 4.4 shows the sheet in Frame 1, where a set of axes is attached to the sheet at the
center of the sheet or equivalently at the intersection point of the outer and the inner frames’
axes of rotations.
Figure 4.4: The sheet with a fixed reference frame.
Figure 4.5a shows a set of axes (x-axis, y-axis and z-axis) which represent a fixed
reference frame. The dashed axes (x’-axis, y’-axis and z’-axis) in Figure 4.5b represent a
moving reference frame which is rotated about the y-axis. The unit vectors for the x-axis,
the y-axis and the z-axis are represented by i, j and k, respectively. The unit vectors for the
x’-axis, y’-axis and z’-axis are represented by î, ĵ and k̂, respectively.
The rotations in Figure 4.5b are used as a basis to calculate the set of equations in Table
4.1. The derivation details of this table are provided in (Spong, Hutchinson, & Vidyasagar,
2006).
Starting with Equation 4.2.5 along with the variables listed in Table 4.1, the following
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(a) A fixed reference frame.
(b) A moving reference frame relative to the
fixed reference frame.
Figure 4.5: Rotation about y-axis
Table 4.1: Dot product of the unit vector for rotation about the y-axis.
i · î = cosφy
j · ĵ = cos 0 = 1
k · k̂ = cosφy
j · î = cos 90 = 0
k · î = cos(90 + φy) = − sinφy
i · ĵ = cos 90 = 0
k · ĵ = cos 90 = 0
i · k̂ = cos(90− φy) = sinφy
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− sinφy 0 cosφy
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (4.2.7)
Thus, Equation 4.2.7 incorporates the rotation of a vector about y-axis from Frame 1 to
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Frame 2, where φy is the angle of rotation.
Rotation about the x-axis
The equations for a rotation about the x-axis are derived in the similar manner as the
rotation about the y-axis. Figure 4.6a shows a set of axes (x-axis, y-axis and z-axis) which
represent a fixed reference frame.
(a) A fixed reference frame.
(b) A moving reference frame relative to the
fixed reference frame.
Figure 4.6: Rotation about x-axis
The dashed axes (x’-axis, y’-axis and z’-axis) in Figure 4.6b represent a moving reference
frame which is rotated about the x-axis. The unit vectors for the x-axis, the y-axis and the
z-axis are represented by i, j and k, respectively. The unit vectors for the x’-axis, y’-axis
and z’-axis are represented by î, ĵ and k̂, respectively.
The rotations in Figure 4.6b are used as a basis to calculate the set of equations in Table
4.2. The derivation details of this table are provided in (Spong et al., 2006).
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Table 4.2: Dot product of the unit vector for rotation about x-axis.
i · î = cos 0 = 1
j · ĵ = cosφx
k · k̂ = cosφx
j · î = cos 90 = 0
k · î = cos 90 = 0
i · ĵ = cos 90 = 0
k · ĵ = cos(90 + φx) = − sinφx
i · k̂ = cos 90 = 0
j · k̂ = cos(90 + φx) = sinφx









Equation 4.2.9 incorporates the rotation of a vector about x-axis from Frame 1 to Frame
2, where φx is the angle of rotation.
The rotation matrices derived in Equation 4.2.7 and 4.2.9 are used to incorporate the
rotation about the y-axis and the x-axis, respectively. These equations are subsituted in
Equation 4.1.6 leading to:















∗[line segment in Frame 1]. (4.2.10)
Equation 4.1.1 and Equation 4.1.2 represent the line segment in Frame 1 and in Frame
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Equation 4.2.11 describes the overall transformation of the line segment in Frame 1 to
the line segment in Frame 2, by the sequential application of rotations about the y-axis
and the x-axis. The order of the rotation matrices in Equation 4.2.11 is the order of the
robotic links from the base to the end effector, thus the left matrix corresponds to the outer
frame and the right to the inner frame. When a link has no rotation (i.e., φy or φx = 0)
that matrix reduces to the identity matrix. The timing of rotations affects the path that the
robotic manipulator moves in, but not the final position. It is possible to rotate the frames
sequentially or together. To increase the manufacturing speed it is beneficial to rotate both


































































Equation 4.2.12 must be satisfied to ensure the angle between the forming tool vector
and the line segment is Frame 2 is θ. Recall, the line segment in Frame 2 represents the
desired position of the sheet and the line segment in Frame 1 represents the current position
of the sheet. The rotations about the y-axis, φy, and the rotation about the x-axis, φx, must
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be calculated so that desired angle between the line segment in Frame 2 and the forming
tool vector is achieved (i.e., Equation 4.2.12 is satisfied).
Another important aspect to consider while calculating the required values for φx and
φy is to ensure there is minimal slip when the forming tool traverses on the sheet of metal
(Ramali & Yamamoto, 2008). This aspect is considered by solving the constraint which is
described next.
4.3 Constraining the rotations to minimize slip
It is important to ensure any possible slip between the forming tool and the sheet is avoided
when the forming tool traverses along its toolpath on the blank sheet of metal (Elber et
al., 2006; Tekkaya, 2000; Ramali & Yamamoto, 2008). The five-axis mill capabilities
allow for variable angles between the sheet metal and the tool. This is used to enhance
SPIF by allowing a specialized angle between the tool and the toopath’s line segment. The
angles between tool and the line in the sheet which is perpendicular to the toolpath line
segment are kept at 90 degrees to minimize any possible slip by providing the tool with the
maximum possible balance on the sheet. When the forming tool traverses along the line
segment with a variable angle in five degree of freedom SPIF, the maximum balance of the
forming tool is achieved when the tool is balanced between the opposite sides of the line
segment in the sheet, i.e., when the angles between the tool and the line in the sheet which
is perpendicular to the toolpath line segment are kept at 90 degrees. Mathematically, this
is equivalent to ensuring the vector parallel to the forming tool vector makes a 90 degree
angle with the vector that is perpendicular to the line segment of the toolpath which lies on
the sheet. This constraint is met by following these four steps:
1. Find a plane which is perpendicular to the toolpath line segment.
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2. Compute the line of intersection between the plane in 1 and the sheet of metal. Use
a vector to describe this line.
3. Denote the SPIF forming tool by a vector running along the length of the tool.
4. Ensure that the angles between the vectors in 2 and 3 is 90 degrees.
These constraints are solved mathematically in a straight forward manner by using a cross
product. The cross product of two vectors provides a vector which is perpendicular (or
normal) to both vectors, with the following properties.
Definition: Cross Product.
Given any two vectors ā and b̄, the cross product of ā and b̄ returns a vector that is









Note that the magnitude of
|ā× b̄| = |a||b| sinφ,
where φ is the angle between ā and b̄.
To ensure the requirement in step 4 is satisfied, cross product is used. Consider the
cross product of the toolpath line segment vector and the tool direction vector. When step
4 is satisfied, this vector must lie in the sheet of metal. If this is the case, then
|[tool]× [Line segment in Frame 2]| = |[tool]||Line segment in Frame 2]| sin θ
and
(|[tool]× [Line segment in Frame 2]|) · [normal(rotated)] =
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|[tool]||[Line segment in Frame 2]||[[normal(rotated)]| sin θ cosφ (4.3.1)
where θ is the angle between the toolpath line segment and the tool and φ is the angle
between the normal vector of the sheet and the cross product vector which is perpendicular
to both the toolpath line segment in the sheet and the tool. To satisfy step 4, φ must be
equal to 90 degrees. Since, cos(90) = 0, which leads to
|[tool]||Lline segment in Frame 2]||[[normal(rotated)]| sin θ cosφ = 0.









The line segment of the toolpath in Frame 2 is given as































Using the concept of forward kinematics and the rotation matrices derived earlier, the








































































⎥⎥⎦ = 0. (4.3.2)
Equation 4.3.2 incorporates the aforementioned requirements which are outlined to
minimize possible slip between the sheet and the tool when the tool traverses along a line
segment. Both Equation 4.2.12 and Equation 4.3.2 must be satisfied. Satisfying Equation
4.2.12 ensures the angle between the forming tool vector and the line segment in Frame 2
is θ. In Equation 4.2.12, the line segment in Frame 2 and the θ are both known. Satisfying
4.3.2 reduces the probability of slip when the forming tool traverses along the line segment.
The unknowns in equations 4.3.2 and 4.2.12 are the rotation of the outer frame, φy, and
the rotation of the inner frame, φx. Finding φy and φx is equivalent to solving an inverse
kinematic problem.
4.4 Inverse Kinematic
Forward kinematic equations calculate the final position of the end effector given the
translational and rotational values. In contrast, inverse kinematic calculate the
translational and rotational values, given the final position of the end effector (Spong et al.,
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2006). To rotate the sheet for the line segment in Frame 2 from the line segment in Frame
1, the inverse kinematic problem is solved (i.e., the rotational values for the outer and
inner frames are found using the desired position of the inner frame of the TAG adapter.
Equation 4.3.2 and Equation 4.2.12 must be satisfied. They have two unknowns; φx
and φy. Solving these two equations simultaneously allows finding φx and φy, as given
below:
φy = cos
−1(2 ∗ l + 1), (4.4.1)
where
l =
((axi − axf )2 − (ayi − ayf )2)
((ayi − ayf )4/(axi − axf )2(a− 1)− 2 ∗ (ayi − ayf )2 ∗ (a− 1)− (axi − axf ) ∗ (a− 1)) ,
and
a =




−(ayi − ayf ) ∗ sin θy
(axi − axf ) ∗ cosφy . (4.4.2)
Equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 calculate the rotations of the outer and the inner frames of the
TAG adapter respectively, to rotate the sheet to obtain the desired angle between a line
segment and the tool. Equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 calculate the unique solution for the TAG
adapter’s rotations to ensure that the sheet is rotated such that there is minimal possible slip
between the tool and the sheet while traversing of the tool along a line segment.
In summary, the inverse kinematic equation, derived in this chapter calculate the
rotations for the outer and inner frames to rotate the sheet to obtain the desired angle
between the toolpath’s line segment and the tool. The rotational values are calculated to
ensure the sheet is rotated such there is minimal possible slip when the tool traverses
along a line segment. The inverse kinematic equations are later used in the equations of
motion which calculate the translations of the three-axis mill and the rotations of the TAG
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adapter, during the execution of the toolpath. The equations are used in the development
of the actuation system for the TAG adapter.
Chapter 5
Integration of Theoretical and Practical
Results
Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) uses toolpaths to shape a part, where each
toolpath is a combination of consecutive connected straight line and/or arc segments. In a
standard three-axis mill, the tool always makes a 90 degree angle with the sheet and the
execution of a toolpath is equivalent to traversing the tool along each line segment of the
toolpath in series, while simultaneously depressing into the sheet. The tool can only move
along the vertical axis; the sheet translates along the x-axis and/or the y-axis to allow the
tool to traverse along the line segments of the toolpath.
When the TAG adapter is placed on the mill bed of a three-axis mill, it provides five-
axis SPIF capabilities to the three-axis mill. The five-axis mill capabilities allow the sheet
to rotate to obtain an angle different than 90 degree between the sheet and the tool. The
desired angle between each line segment on the sheet and the tool can be different; hence
a different rotation of the sheet is typically required for each line segment of the toolpath.
The rotations of the sheet remain constant when the tool traverses along a line segment.
Since the line segments are connected, the end point of a line segment is also the start point
of the next connected consecutive line segment. For every rotation of the sheet, this point
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moves to a different position in reference to a fixed reference frame. When the tool finishes
traversing along a line segment, it is at the end point of that line segment. If the next line
segment requires a different rotation of the sheet, the tool maintains its position on the sheet
by following the rotation of the sheet.
A generalized form of five equations of motion for calculating the three translations of
the mill’s axes and the two rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames during the execution of
a toolpath is derived in this chapter. The five equations rely on Equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2
to calculate the required rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames to rotate the sheet to obtain
the desired angle between a line segment and the tool. A toolpath execution algorithm
is implemented in MATLAB which uses the five equations to execute a toolpath. The
algorithm generates an array of data points for the three translations of the mill’s axes and
the two rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames, which is utilized by a Computer Numerically
Controlled (CNC) machine to execute a toolpath. A visual representation of the execution
of the toolpath is simulated in MATLAB. This illustrates the successful execution of a
toolpath. A numerical example for the toolpath execution and its visual representation are
also presented. In addition, the workspace efficiency of the TAG adapter is analyzed by
generating its workspace in MATLAB and calculating its workspace utilization factor.
5.1 The toolpath execution
The execution of a toolpath is divided into two types of motion which are split into two
different time intervals. Each interval is either for traversing the tool along a line segment
of a toolpath while simultaneously depressing into the sheet or for rotating the sheet to
obtain the desired angle between the next consecutive line segment and the tool, while
moving the tool with the sheet. If the next consecutive line segment doesn’t require a
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different rotation of the sheet, then the time interval to move from the end of a line segment
to the start of next consecutive line segment is zero. A toolpath with n line segments
has 2n − 1 intervals denoted by r, where r increments from 1 to 2n − 1. The initial and
the final points of the nth line segment, in reference to the sheet, are defined as p(n−1)
and pn, respectively. It is assumed that a SPIF operator defines the series of points which
connect the straight line segments on the sheet together with the angles θn between the
tool and each line segment. The tool traverses along the line segment with a constant
velocity, vline and the sheet rotates with angular velocity ωsheet, both of which are defined
by the SPIF operator. The sheet is rotated to obtain the desired angle between the nth line
segment and the tool using rotational values for the outer and inner frames (i.e., φyn and
φxn) calculated using Equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. After the sheet is rotated, the initial and
the final points of the nth line segment, p(n−1)(rotated) and pn(rotated), are calculated using



























































where φyn and φxn are the required rotations of the outer and the inner frames respectively,
to obtain the desired angle between the nth line segment and the tool. px(n−1), py(n−1),
pz(n−1) and pxn, pyn, pzn are the coordinates of the initial and the final points of the nth
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line segment, in reference to the sheet. px(n−1)(rotated), py(n−1)(rotated), pz(n−1)(rotated) and
pxn(rotated), pyn(rotated), pzn(rotated) are the coordinates of the initial and the final points of
the nth line segment, in reference to a fixed reference frame, after the sheet is rotated.
A generalized form of five equations of motion for the translations of the three-axis mill
and the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames is derived using the equations provided in
Chapter 3.
x(t) = x(t(r−1)) + vxrt
y(t) = y(t(r−1)) + vyrt
⎫⎬
⎭ Translations of the mill bed, (5.1.3)
z(t) = z(t(r−1)) + vzrt
}
Translation of the tool, and (5.1.4)
θx(t) = θx(t(r−1)) + ωxrt
θy(t) = θy(t(r−1)) + ωyrt
⎫⎬
⎭ Rotations of the TAG adapter. (5.1.5)
The position of the mill bed and tool at the start of the toolpath execution (i.e., x(t0),
y(t0) and z(t0)) is the initial point of the rotated first line segment (i.e., n = 1,
p(n−1)(rotated) = p0(rotated)), which is calculated using Equation 5.1.1. The rotations of the
TAG adapter’s frames at the start of the execution are rotations of the first line segment
(φxn and φyn) and are calculated using Equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
When the tool traverses along a line segment of a toolpath (i.e., when r is equal to an























(pyfn − pyin)2 + (pxfn − pxin)2
vline
.
When the sheet is rotating to obtain the desired angle between the tool and the sheet
while the tool is moving with the sheet to follow the rotation of the sheet, (i.e., when r is
equal to an even number), the velocities of the mill’s translations and the TAG adapter’s





























Δφx = abs(φx(n+1) − θxn) and
Δφy = abs(φy(n+1) − θyn).
A toolpath execution algorithm which uses these five equations of motion to execute a
toolpath is implemented in MATLAB. A visual representation for the toolpath execution is
also simulated in MATLAB. An example is provided next to show the successful execution
of a toolpath with the toolpath execution algorithm.
5.1.1 Numerical Analysis
The generalized equations of motion are tested by presenting an example. The execution for
a toolpath with two line segments is presented. The series of points which are connected
to obtain the line segments of the toolpath are p0 = (−3.5, 0, 0), p1 = (−1, 2, 0) and
p2 = (3.5, 0, 0). The desired angle between the first line segment and the tool is 60
◦ and
the desired angle between the second line segment and the tool is 40 ◦. Since the number of
line segments for this toolpath are 2 (i.e., n = 2), r increments from 1 to 2n− 1 = 3, where
r is the number of intervals for the execution toolpath. Table 5.1 shows the inputs and the
corresponding outputs and the relevant equations which are used to calculate the outputs.
Figure 5.1 shows the visual representation of the execution of the toolpath. The rotation of
the sheet stays constant while the tool traverses along the sheet. The sheet and the tool are
translating to allow the tool to traverse along the line segment. When the tool reaches the
end of the first line segment, the sheet is rotated to obtain the desired angle between the
next line segment and the tool, while the tool moves with the sheet to follow the rotation.
When the desired rotation of the sheet is accomplished, the tool traverses along the next
line segment in the similar manner. At any point during the execution of the toolpath, the
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tool maintains its position on the sheet, as shown in Figure 5.1.
The array of data points which is generated by the toolpath execution algorithm for
the above example consists of more than a thousands data points for each motion. For
illustration purposes only five data points are presented in Table 5.2 and the data points
are graphed in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2 shows the motion that the mill’s axes and the TAG
adapter’s frames follow.
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Table 5.1: Numerical Example
Traversing the first line segment. r = 1, n = 1
pn−1 (-3.5,0,0)
End points pn (-1,2,0)
Inputs Linear velocity vline 3 cm/s
Angular velocity ωsheet N/A
Angle θn 60 ◦
φxn 19.8327 Equ. 4.4.1
Aux. axes’ rotations φyx -22.98 Equ. 4.4.2
p(n−1)(rotated) (-3.22,0,-1.36) Equ. 5.1.1
Outputs Rotated end points pn(otated) (-1.18,1.88,0.23) Equ. 5.1.2
vx 1.9115 Equ. 5.1.6
Mill’s velocities vy 1.76 Equ. 5.1.6
vz 1.05 Equ. 5.1.7
ωx 0 deg/sec Equ. 5.1.8
Aux. axes’ velocities ωy 0 deg/sec Equ. 5.1.8
Reorienting the sheet. r = 2, n = N/A
pn−1 N/A
End points pn N/A
Inputs Linear velocity vline N/A
Angular velocity ωsheet 30 deg/sec
Angle θn N/A
φxn N/A N/A
Aux. axes’ rotationss φyx N/A N/A
p(n−1)(rotated) N/A N/A
Outputs Rotated end pointss pn(otated) N/A N/A
vx (-3.5,0,0) Equ. 5.1.9
Mill’s velocities vy (-3.5,0,0) Equ. 5.1.9
vz (-3.5,0,0) Equ. 5.1.10
ωx -29.99 Equ. 5.1.11
Aux. axes’ velocities ωy 44.29 Equ. 5.1.11
Traversing the second line segment. r = 3, n = 2
pn−1 (-1,2,0)
End points pn (3.5,0,0)
Inputs Linear velocity. vline 3 cm/s
Angular velocity. ωsheet N/A
Angle θn 40 ◦
φxn -25.8278 Equ. 4.4.1
Aux. axes’ rotations φyx -44.42 Equ. 4.4.2
p(n−1)(rotated) (-0.10,1.80,-1.32) Equ. 5.1.1
Outputs Rot. end points pn(otated) (2.49,0,2.45) Equ. 5.1.2
vx 2.42 Equ. 5.1.6
Mill’s velocities vy -0.16 Equ. 5.1.6
vz 3.5 Equ. 5.1.7
ωx 0 deg/sec Equ. 5.1.8






Figure 5.1: Visual representation for toolpath execution in MATLAB
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(a) x-axis translation (b) y-axis transltion
(c) z-axis translation (d) Outer frame’s rotation
(e) Inner frame’s rotation
Figure 5.2: Mill translations and TAG adapter’s rotations.
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Table 5.2: Array of data points
Traversing the first line segment. r = 1, n = 1
x-axis trans. -2.82 -2.42 -2.08 -1.62 -1.23
y-axis trans. 0.36 0.73 1.10 1.47 1.83
z-axis trans. -1.05 -0.74 -0.42 -0.11 0.19
y-axis rot. -22.98 -22.98 -22.98 -22.98 -22.98
x-axis rot. 19.83 19.83 19.83 19.83 19.83
Reorienting the sheet. r = 2, n = N/A
x-axis trans. -0.97 -0.74 -0.52 -0.29 -0.21
y-axis trans. 1.86 1.84 1.83 1.81 1.80
z-axis trans. 0.0267 -0.29 -0.61 -0.94 -1.06
y-axis rot. -27.22 -31.66 -36.12 -40.58 -42.27
x-axis rot. 10.80 1.35 -8.15 -17.63 -21.11
Traversing the second line segment. r = 3, n = 2
x-axis trans. 0.50 0.98 1.46 1.94 2.43
y-axis trans. 1.37 1.04 0.71 0.38 0.04
z-axis trans. -0.33 0.35 1.05 1.75 2.45
y-axis rot. -44.44 -44.44 -44.44 -44.44 -44.44
x-axis rot. -25.85 -25.85 -25.85 -25.85 -25.85
5.2 Workspace Analysis
Relative to robotics, the workspace is defined as the total volume swept by the end effector
when all the possible motions of the robot’s joints are executed (Pusey, Fattah, Agrawal,
& Messina, 2004). The TAG adapter is considered equivalent to a two degrees of freedom
serial robot. The inner frame of the TAG adapter is equivalent to an end effector of a
robot, thus the workspace of the TAG adapter is equal to the volume swept by the inner
frame when all the possible rotations of the TAG adapter’s serial joints are executed. The
workspace of the TAG adapter is analyzed by generating the maximum allowable rotations
of the outer and the inner frames, which define the boundaries of the workspace. The
workspace utilization factor calculates the effectiveness of the workspace. The workspace
utilization factors of the TAG adapter and other similar products are compared to emphasize
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the effectiveness of the TAG adapter’s design.
Recall, a blank sheet of metal is secured in the inner frame of the TAG adapter. Thus,
the orientation of the TAG adapter’s inner frame is the same as the orientation of the sheet.
In order words, the four points representing the corners of the blank sheet of metal are used
to represent the four corners of the inner frame of the TAG adapter, for any rotation of the
TAG adapter’s serial joints.
The TAG adapter’s frames without any rotations are considered first. The blank sheet
of metal makes a 90 degree angle with the forming tool, illustrated in Figure 5.3. In Figure
5.3, the four points labeled as C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-4, represent the four corners of the blank
sheet of metal or equivalently the four corners of the inner frame of the TAG adapter. Table
5.3 provides the defined locations in three dimensional space of these four points.
Table 5.3: No Rotation.
Corner C-1 (380, 220, 185) mm
Corner C-2 (380, -220, 185) mm
Corner C-3 (-380, 220, 185) mm
Corner C-4 (-380, -220, 185) mm
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Figure 5.3: No Rotation.
Next, consider a 40 degree clockwise rotation of the outer frame of the TAG adapter,
which is the maximum allowable rotation of the outer frame (Rembosz, 2009). In this
scenario, one of the two auxiliary axes of the TAG adapter is rotated and angle between the
forming tool and the sheet is different than 90 degree. Table 5.4 provides the locations in
space of the four corners in Figure 5.4.
Table 5.4: Counterclockwise 40 ◦ rotation of the outer frame.
Corner C-1 (172, 220, 386) mm
Corner C-2 (172, -220, 386) mm
Corner C-3 (-410, 220 , -102) mm
Corner C-4 (-410, -220, -102) mm
Now, consider a 15 degree clockwise rotation of the inner frame of the TAG adapter,
which is the maximum allowable rotation about the inner frame (Rembosz, 2009). Similar
to the previous scenario, one of the two auxiliary axes of the TAG adapter is rotated. Again,
the forming tool is not perpendicular to the sheet metal. Table 5.5 provides the location of
the four corners in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Counterclockwise 40 ◦ rotation of the outer frame.
Table 5.5: Counterclockwise 15 ◦rotation of the inner frame.
Corner C-1 (380, 163, 235) mm
Corner C-2 (380, -259, 120) mm
Corner C-3 (-380, 163, 235) mm
Corner C-4 (-380, -259, 120) mm
The next example is the simultaneous rotations in the inner frame and outer frame; a
40 degrees counterclockwise rotation about the y-axis or the outer frame, and a 15 degrees
counterclockwise rotation about the x-axis or the inner frame. These rotations are
illustrated in Figure 5.6 and the locations are listed in Table 5.6.
Figures 5.3 - 5.4 illustrated each of these situations independently and Figure 5.7
shows all of the previous cases in one plot; no rotation (pink), 40 degrees rotation about the
y-axis (green), 15 degrees rotation about the x-axis (yellow), and a simultaneous rotation
of 40 degrees about the y-axis and 15 degrees rotation about x-axis (blue). Figure 5.7
illustrates each of these rotations in one plot.
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Figure 5.5: Counterclockwise 40 ◦ rotation of the inner frame.
Table 5.6: A rotation of 40 ◦ of the outer frame and 40 ◦ rotation of the inner frame.
Corner C-1 (223, 149, 424) mm
Corner C-2 (297, -246, 337) mm
Corner C-3 (-359, 150, -65) mm
Corner C-4 (-285, -246, -152) mm
Thus, without any rotation of the outer and the inner frame, the forming tool stays
perpendicular to the sheet. The independent and simultaneous rotations of the outer and
the inner frame increase the range of possible angles between the forming tool and the
sheet.
5.2.1 Workspace Efficiency
Generally, the workspace efficiency is defined by calculating the workspace utilization
factor. The workspace utilization factor is defined as the ratio of the intersection of the
workspace of the tool and the workspace of the workpiece and the union of the workspace
of the tool and the workspace of the workpiece as given below (Gosselin, 1990; Bohez,
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(WSTOOL ∪WSWORKSPACE) , (5.2.1)
where WSTOOL is the workspace of the tool and the WSWORKPIECE is the workspace
of the workpiece/sheet. Equation 5.2.1 calculates the percentage of the actual workspace
of the workpiece that is reachable by the end effector or the forming tool. For example, a
4"×3"×2" rectangular workspace of a workpiece is useful only if the forming tool is able
to reach all the points in the workspace. If the workspace of the forming tool is less than
4"× 3"× 2", then the additional workspace of the workpiece is not useful. Additionally,
if the forming tools workspace is greater than 4" × 3" × 2" then it is not useful as well.
The workspace of the forming tool and the workspace must be equal to be fully useful.
Numerous designs are available which provide two external axes to a three-axis mill.
Those designs mostly add an x-axis or y-axis rotation and a 360 degree z-axis rotation
to accomplish five-axis capabilities. The workspace obtained by the 360 degrees z-axis
rotation is fully reachable by the end effector only if its allowable translation in x-axis
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Figure 5.7: Combined Rotations.
is equal to the possible translation in the y-axis. A standard mill bed is rectangular, not
square. The rotations of the TAG adapter’s outer frame and the inner frame do not exceed
the maximum translations along the x-axis, y-axis and the z-axis, defined by the three-axis
mill. Every point on the sheet is accessible by the forming tool with any combination of
the outer frame and the inner frame rotations, this is same as a workspace utilization factor
of 100%. In other words, every point of workpiece’s workspace is accessible by the end
effector. In addition, the rotation about the z-axis is useless without a rotation in the x-axis;
since the angle between the sheet and the end effector stays at 90 degrees. The rotation in
the second axis is fully depended on the first axis rotation to obtain useful results. The TAG
adapter provides two independent axes of rotation along with the capability of simultaneous
rotation in the two axes. Rotating the outer frame or the inner frame independently rotates
the sheet which provides an angle different than 90 degrees between the sheet and the
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forming tool, thus providing the five-axis mill capabilities. It is possible to rotate the inner
and outer frames simultaneously, this increases the range of obtainable angles between the
forming tool and the sheet. The TAG adapter has a workspace utilization factor of 100%
and offers two independent axes of rotations.
5.3 Discussion
The execution of a toolpath is presented in this chapter using the toolpath generation
algorithm which is implemented in MATLAB. The toolpath generation algorithm uses
Equations 6.1.3-10 to calculate the translations of the mill and the rotations of the TAG
adapter’s frames during the execution of the toolpath. The visual representation of the
toolpath execution demonstrates the tool doesn’t puncture along the sheet any time during
the execution. The workspace efficiency of the TAG adapter is shown by discussing its
workspace utilization factor, which calculates the usefulness of a given workspace. The
TAG adapter’s workspace utilization factor is 100%, which corresponds to a full
utilization of the workspace by the forming tool. Other similar design do not provide an
workspace of 100%, hence they have a portion of the workspace that is not accessible by
the end effector.
This chapter completes the theoretical work to meet the objective of this thesis, which is
to develop an actuation system for the TAG adapter for the execution of a toolpath. The next
chapter discusses the implementation of the TAG adapter, which is the first step towards
future work on this research.
Chapter 6
Implementation of the Two-Axis
Gyroscopic Adapter Rotations
The Two-Axis Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter is designed to facilitate Single Point
Incremental Forming (SPIF) and to increase the degrees of freedom of a three-axis mill to
provide five-axis mill capabilities. SPIF uses a forming tool, which traverses along line
segments of a toolpath on the sheet and depresses into the sheet simultaneously to
manufacture a part. Each toolpath is a combination of straight line and/or arc segments.
To allow the tool to traverses along a toolpath, actuation of the three-axis mill and/or the
TAG adapter’s frames are required. The toolpath is executed with a CNC machine. The
execution of a toolpath is equivalent to directing a Computer Numerically Controlled
(CNC) machine to simultaneously actuate the auxiliary axes of the TAG adapter and the
axes of the three-axis mill for the successful completion of a toolpath. The three-axis mill
has a build in actuation system, which implements the translations of the three-axis mill.
The actuation system of the three-axis mill is controlled through a CNC machine. The
actuation system of the TAG adapter must ultimately be integrated with the CNC machine.
The list of requirements for the actuation system and a summary of research conducted on
various actuation systems in the open market are presented. A custom made computer
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controlled worm gear actuation system will be implemented which meets the specified
requirements. The implementation of the computer controlled worm gear actuation
system consists of two major aspect; implementing the mechanical design of the worm
gear system and implementing a computer controlled motor system to drive the worm gear
system. This thesis implements a computer controlled motor system and the
implementation details are provided in this chapter. This chapter is the first step towards
the implementation of a CNC controlled actuation system, which is a future project.
6.1 Rotary Actuation System Requirements
The TAG adapter consists of a fixture which integrates two auxiliary axes; the outer and
inner frames. The outer frame and the integrated fixture are connected through a revolute
joint which rotates the outer frame. Similarly, the outer and inner frames are connected
through another revolute joint which rotates the inner frame. The rotation of each revolute
joint is facilitated by a rotary actuation system. Two independent actuation systems are
required, one for each rotation. The amount and direction of rotation for each actuation
systems must be controllable to allow the TAG adapter’s frames to rotate to the desired
position during the execution of a toolpath. Furthermore, each actuation system must
withstand a maximum torque of 15.42 N.m, as specified in (Heilandt, 2008).
The requirements for each actuation system are summarized below:
• The outer and inner frames are capable of providing independent rotations. Two
independent rotary actuation systems are required.
• To control the direction of rotation and the degree of rotation, each actuation system
is required to be programmable.
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• The maximum bearing torque is 15.42 N.m (Heilandt, 2008).
• During the execution of each rotation, a zero fault tolerance is desired.
• The actuation system should be economically feasible.
• The weight of the actuation system should be less than the weight of the TAG adapter.
The aforementioned requirements are used to analyze different rotary actuation systems
in the open market.
6.2 Rotary Actuation Systems
Various computer controlled actuation systems exist in the open market. The specifications
of each actuation system are compared with the requirements listed in the previous section
to find an actuation system which meets the needs of this thesis. Appendices A.1-3 provides
a detailed overview on the various actuation systems which are analyzed. This section
provides a summary on these actuation systems.
The actuation systems from Schunk Inc. have weights varying from 1.0 to 3.6 kg with
maximum bearing torques of 9.6 to 372.0 N.m. The low weight and the greater maximum
bearing torque of these actuation systems meet the requirements listed in the previous
section. The disadvantage of the actuation systems from Shunck Inc. is the high cost; the
minimum cost for one actuation system is approximately $11,000. The actuation systems
from Schunk Inc. are not selected due to their economical infeasibility. Further details on
this actuation system are provided in Appendix A.1.
The actuation system from Exlar Inc. weighs 11 kg and costs $12,000. The TAG
adapter weighs approximately 23 kg and the combined weight of the two actuation systems
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is 22kg. The combined weight of 45 kg exceeds a safe weight limit for lifting the fixture.
For this reason, it will not be convenient to easily remove the TAG adapter from the three-
axis mill to switch back to three-axis mill configuration. In addition, the actuation system
from the Exlar Inc. is expensive. Appendix A.2 provides additional details on the actuation
system from Exlar Inc.
The actuation system from SKF Group costs $8,000 but its design requires extra
machining effort in order to integrate it with the TAG adapter’s frames. The extra
machining effort increases the overall cost of the actuation system, in addition to
increasing the complexity of the implementation, as explained in Appendix A.3.
The actuation systems in the open market do not meet the requirements listed in
Section 5.1. Instead, a custom made computer controlled worm gear system is selected to
meet the specified requirements. The worm gear system is driven by computer controlled
motor system. This thesis focuses on the implementation of the computer controlled
motor system.
6.3 Overview of the Computer Controlled Worm Gear
System
A custom made worm gear system offers a greater maximum bearing torque than the
compared actuation system, in addition to being economically feasible. A computer
controlled motor system is used to drive the worm gear system. The motor system must be
capable of being controlled through a CNC machine.
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6.3.1 Worm Gear Systems
Figure 5.1 shows the arrangement of the worm gear system, which consists of a worm and
a gear (Heilandt, 2008). The worm is a cylindrical rod in form of a screw and the gear is
a circular gear with an output shaft. The worm drives the gear. The load is attached to
the output shaft of the gear. In addition to providing greater maximum torque and being
economical feasible, the worm gear system also provides a self-locking mechanism; i.e., it
holds the worm to a specific position when the gear is not moving. Since there are fewer
moving parts in the worm gear system, it offers low maintenance than most systems.
Figure 6.1: Worm Gear System (Rembosz, 2009).
The actuator of the TAG adapter attaches to the gear’s output shaft. The rotation of
the worm’s output shaft ultimately rotates the actuator which in turn rotates the auxiliary
axis. The automated control of the worm gear system is accomplished by rotating the gear
through a computer controlled motor system.
6.3.2 Computer Controlled Motor Systems
Figure 5.2 illustrates the entire selected actuation system. The worm gear system is driven
by the motor system which is controlled through a PC. This section focuses on the motor
system within the system.
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Figure 6.2: Hardware setup of the system (Ming, 2011).
A conventional electric motor is a machine which converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy by smoothly rotating its output shaft (Anahemin, 2010). A stepper
motor is a special type of electric motor which rotates its output shaft in steps or
increments. The stepper motor uses a pulse signal received from a controller to specify a
rotational increment. A given number of pulses are applied to achieve the desired rotation
of the motor’s output shaft. Figure 6.3 (a) shows one pulse with a period of x, which
translates into x/360 degrees of rotation. Figure 6.3 (b) shows four counts of pulses
which is translated into (x/360) ∗ 4 degrees of rotation.
Figure 6.3: The pulse signal of a motor system.
The count of the pulses represents how much rotation is achieved without the need
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for feedback. The position of the stepper motor is determined by simply considering the
number of pulses.
A computer controlled motor system consists of three parts; a motor, a driver and a
controller. The controller of the motor system is connected to a PC. The controller is also
connected to the driver. The two important signals the controller sends to the driver are the
pulse signal and the direction signal. The pulse signal controls the amount of rotation and
the direction signal controls the direction of rotation of the motor’s output shaft. In
addition, the speed of the rotation is also specified to the controller. The driver interprets
the signal from the controller and amplifies the motor accordingly by rotating the motor’s
output shaft. The motor output shaft is connected to the worm. Thus, the rotation of the
motor’s output shaft rotates the worm which ultimately rotates the gear. The rotation of
the gear consequently rotates the load attached to the output shaft which is one of the
auxiliary axes of the TAG adapter. Figure 6.4 summarizes the connection of each
component of the actuation system. In addition, Figure 6.4 highlights the various aspects
of the implementation of the actuation system.
6.3.2.1 Hardware Selection for the Motor System
The SCX10 Universal Stepping Motor Controller and CRK 5-Phase Motor/Driver was
selected for the motor system. Figure 5.4 shows how the SCX10 Universal Stepping
Motor Controller is connected to the CRK 5-Phase Driver. Serial communication between
the controller and the PC is setup using a USB port, as shown in Figure 5.4. The PC sends
commands to the controller through terminal software. A terminal software package
called Immediate Motion Controller is utilized in this thesis. This software is specifically
built for the SCX10 controller. The details on the software are provided in Appendix A.2.
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Figure 6.4: Overview of the system.
The controller uses a 24DC power supply. The controller is connected to the driver
through a D-SUB 25 pin connector, as shown in Figure 5.4. Each pin corresponds to a
different signal. The three signals utilized are the pulse, direction and the speed signals.
The reader is referred to (Oriental, 2010) for details on the additional signals. In addition,
the driver is connected to the motor through 5 different leads, which interpret the signals
from the controller and amplify the motor’s output shaft accordingly.
Integration of motor and worm gear system is required future work. The integration
connects the worm gear to the actuators of the TAG adapter’s frames. The motor system is
programmed to control the direction and the rotation of the output shaft. The selected
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Figure 6.5: Overview of the Motor System (Ming, 2011).
motor system can be programmed to control the acceleration and additional similar
features. These must be studied in future work, when the dynamic system associated with
the TAG adapter is considered. In addition, the rotation of the motor’s output shaft is not
directly translated into the TAG adapter’s outer or the inner frames’ rotations. A
relationship between the rotation of the motor’s output shaft and the gear of the worm gear
system must be established. This relationship is depended on the radius of the gear and the
tooth of the worm in the worm gear system.
Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
The main objective of this thesis is to develop an actuation system for a Two-Axis
Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter to provide five-axis Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF)
capabilities to a three-axis mill. The TAG adapter consists of a fixture which integrates
two auxiliary axes. The auxiliary axes provide two additional degrees of freedom during
forming. These axes are controllable through a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC)
machine to facilitate SPIF. This thesis progresses towards implementing a CNC actuation
system for the auxiliary axes to allow for SPIF.
Traditional sheet metal forming techniques mostly use dedicated forming dies to
manufacture a part, where the shape of the part is limited to the shape of the dies. SPIF is
an advanced sheet metal forming technique which manufactures a part without using
expensive dies. SPIF uses a specialized tool which forms the metal by depressing into the
sheet along a prespecified path (called a toolpath) using computer controlled programs.
Each toolpath is a combination of straight line and/or arc segments which are executed
with a CNC mill. Though a three-axis mill are used for SPIF, the complexity of geometric
shapes achievable are limited with a three-axis mill as the tool only makes a 90 degree
angle with the sheet. With a five-axis mill, two additional degrees of freedom are
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obtained, thereby allowing the tool to have a more flexible configuration with respect to
the sheet, and enabling the manufacturing of much more complex shaped parts. An
economically feasible solution to obtaining five-axis mill capabilities is to add two
external axes onto a three-axis mill. The TAG adapter, which was designed at UOIT in
2008, consists of a fixture which integrates two auxiliary axes. It not only provides these
two additional degrees of freedom during forming, but also facilitates the SPIF process by
elevating the sheet of metal to provide space for forming. The auxiliary axes are created
by incorporating outer and inner frames which pivot about independent rotational axes
and the sheet of metal is secured into the auxiliary axes in the inner frame. Rotating the
auxiliary axes rotates the sheet in two independent directions. When the TAG adapter is
installed onto the mill bed of a three-axis mill, it provides five-axis SPIF capabilities to the
three-axis mill. The objective of this thesis is to develop an actuation system for auxiliary
axes of the TAG adapter for the execution of a toolpath consisting of consecutive straight
line segments. This ultimately progresses the future of the TAG adapter.
SPIF uses toolpaths which direct a CNC machine to actuate the joints of an electro-
mechanical machine. The actuation system for the TAG adapter is developed by deriving
the equations to calculate the translations of the mill and the rotations of the TAG adapter’s
frames to execute a toolpath. The line segments of the toolpath lie on the surface of the
sheet and with the five-axis mill capabilities the desired angle between each line segment
and the tool can be different. To obtain the desired angle for each line segment, the sheet
must be rotated accordingly. Since the line segments are connected, the end point of a line
segment is also the start point of the next line segment. This connecting point of two line
segments, in reference to the sheet, is named p. The point p moves with each rotation of
the sheet, relative to a fixed reference frame in three dimensional space. The tool must
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maintain its position on the sheet at p, while the sheet is rotating for the next line segment,
by following the rotation of the sheet.
With the five-axis mill configuration, the execution of a toolpath is divided into two
major categories. First, the tool traverses along a line segment of a toolpath on the sheet
while simultaneously depressing into the sheet. The rotation of the sheet stays constant
while the tool traverses along each line segment of the toolpath. Second, the sheet rotates
to obtain the desired angle between the next line segment of the toolpath and the tool, while
the tool must maintain its position on the sheet by following the rotation. The sheet rotates
only in the five-axis mill configuration to obtain the desired angle; in a three-axis mill the
tool sequentially follows each segment of the toolpath without any intermediate step since
the sheet does not rotate and the tool is always at a 90 degree angle with the sheet. In the
three-axis and five-axis mills configurations, the tool traverses along the line segment in
a similar manner (i.e., by moving along the line segment while depressing it). The TAG
adapter must maintain the sheet at a rotated position while the tool traverse along the line
segments of the toolpath.
To calculate the required rotations of the auxiliary axes’ frames, the TAG adapter is
viewed as a two degrees of freedom serial robot. This robot works in conjunction with the
three degrees of freedom mill to provide a total of five degrees of freedom for the SPIF
process. The inverse kinematic equations for the TAG adapter are derived to calculate the
required rotations of the outer and inner frames to rotate the sheet to obtain the desired
angle between the line segment and the tool. The desired angle between the line segment
and the tool is changeable; the angles between the tool and the line perpendicular to the
line segment are kept at 90 degrees to minimize the potential of slip. The tool moves along
the vertical axis and the mill shifts the sheet along the x and y axes, to allow the tool to
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traverse along a line segment of the toolpath.
Translation of the sheet is accomplished by the translations of the mill bed of the
three-axis CNC machine since the sheet of metal is secured in the TAG adapter which is
secured on the mill bed of the three-axis mill. Preparing the sheet for the next line
segment while maintaining the position of the tool on the sheet requires rotations of the
TAG adapter’s frames and translations of the three-axis mill. The five equations of motion
for the translations of the three-axis mill and the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames for
the execution of the toolpath are derived in this thesis and are given below:
x(t) = x(t(r−1)) + vxrt
y(t) = y(t(r−1)) + vyrt
⎫⎬
⎭ Translations of the milling bed, (7.0.1)
z(t) = z(t(r−1)) + vzrt
}
Translation of the tool, (7.0.2)
and
θx(t) = θx(t(r−1)) + ωxrt
θy(t) = θy(t(r−1)) + ωyrt
⎫⎬
⎭ Rotations of the TAG adapter. (7.0.3)
When the tool traverses along a line segment of a toolpath, the velocities of the mill’s
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When the sheet rotates to obtain the desired angle between the next line segment of the
toolpath and the tool, while the tool maintains its position on the sheet by following the































Δθx = abs(θx(n+1) − θxn) and
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Δθy = abs(θy(n+1) − θyn).
A toolpath execution algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. The algorithm uses the
five equations of motion to create an array of data points which will be used by a CNC
machine to execute a toolpath. The inputs to the algorithm are the series of points which
connect the straight line segments on the sheet, the desired angle between each line segment
and the tool, linear velocity to traverse along the line segment and an angular velocity to
rotate the sheet. The algorithm generates an array of data points for the translations of the
three-axis mill and the rotations of the TAG adapter’s frames. These outputs are set in a
form used by CNC machines.
A visual representation of the toolpath execution is simulated in MATLAB using the
toolpath execution algorithm. An example is presented visually representating the
successful completion of the toolpath, where the tool sequentially traverses along the line
segments and the sheet is rotated to obtain the desired angles between the line segment
and the tool. The tool maintains its position on the sheet and doesn’t puncture the sheet at
any time during the execution of the toolpath. This shows a successful implementation of
the toolpath execution algorithm which uses the five equations of motion and the inverse
kinematic equations, derived in the thesis.
A CNC machine must control the actuation system of the TAG adapter in order to
ensure simultaneous motion of the mill and the auxiliary axes. A computer controlled
actuation system for the TAG adapter is required for complete integration with a CNC
machine. A computer controlled worm gear system has been selected for the actuation of
the TAG adapter. The worm gear system has a higher torque than most equivalent
industrial actuation system and is also more economically feasible. The worm gear system
is driven by a computer controlled motor system. This thesis implements a computer
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controlled motor system to drive the worm gear system. A computer controlled motor
system has a controller, a drive and an actual motor with a rotating output shaft. The
controller is connected to a PC and sends commands to the drive. The driver amplifies the
motor accordingly. A SCX10 Universal Stepping Motor Controller and CRK 5-Phase
Motor/Driver are selected and tested, in this thesis.
7.1 Recommendations and Future Work
The theoretical equations for the execution of a toolpath consisting of line segments are
derived in this thesis. These equations are fully developed and will not fail when
programmed with the CNC machine. Though, these equations do not consider any
disturbance in the system (e.g., vibration, friction). Further development on these
equations is suggested to ensure these equations are developed to tailor any possible
system disturbance. A few suggestions are provided in this section which can be
incorporated in future work.
It is recommended that the actuation system developed in this thesis is integrated into
the TAG adapter. Further development of the toolpath is needed to provide seamless
integration and the use of TAG adapter and the CNC mill. Additionally, a user friendly
interface to control the adapter or integration with commercial software will improve the
likelihood of use of the TAG adapter.
This thesis develops an actuation system for a toolpath consisting of line segments. This
thesis provides a strong foundation for moving towards the marketing of the TAG adapter.
The following list provides examples on how the work could be expanded in the future:
• Incorporate the arc segments into the toolpath creation.
• The angle between the line segment and the tool is variable; the angles between the
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tool and the line perpendicular to the line segment are kept at 90 degrees, These
angles could be made variable to facilitate different type of manufacturing tasks.
• Incorporate the dynamic equations into the toolpath execution algorithm.
Developing the dynamics equations requires determining the most suitable
velocities and accelerations for smooth traversal of the tool on the sheet. Currently,
the toolpath execution algorithm uses constant velocity to traverse the line segment
of the toolpath.
• After the dynamic equations are included, implementation of a control system to
monitor the actuation of the TAG adapter’s frames to minimize any possible
rotational error.
• Completion of a vibration analysis of the TAG adapter during forming.
• Investigation of friction during forming and study of the techniques to avoid friction
by utilizing the TAG adapter.
• Analyze the compressive stresses in the plane of the sheet to see if the TAG adapter
can reduce the wrinkling during forming.
• An in-depth study to develop models for the SPIF process and manipulating the
inputs like safe zone limits and velocity which offer a safer and efficient





Industrial Rotary Actuator Systems
An obvious choice to meet the hardware requirement is to mount rotary actuators at the
pivot of the rotational axial of the inner frame and the outer frame. To select a rotary
actuator system that meets the design requirements, various available actuator system were
considered. This section mentions few of the many that are analyzed.
A.1 Schunk Inc.
The design for the Universal Rotary PRL actuator by Schunk Inc. is ideal for this project’s
needs. The mounting of the actuator is extremely simple due to custom made frame that
attaches the load to the actuator. The inner radius of the custom frame is permanent,
however the outer frame of the custom frame is variable to meet the needs of the task at
hand, as shown in Figure A.1. The outer radius of the custom frame is attachable at the
pivot of the rotation axial and the inner radius attaches to the actuator as shown in Figure
A.1.
Universal rotary PRL also provides various option for serial communication including
RS232 interface. In addition, the PowerCube software, available with the actuator, allows
a fast start-up and checking of the PRL-Modules.The weight for PRL60, PRL80, PRL100
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and PRL120 is 1.0kg, 2.0 kg, 3.0 kg and 3.6 kg, respectively. The peak torque for PRL60,
PRL80, PRL100 and PRL120 is 9.6 N.m, 41.4 N.m, 176.0 N.m and 372.0 N.m,
respectively. Since the required torque is 155 N.m, therefore PRL100 is an ideal choice.
However, the price for PRL100 is $11, 000. An additional cost of approximately
$500 − $1, 000 is needed for the purchase of the controller. The high price of the actuator
makes it unappealing. One of the project requirements is economical feasibility.
Therefore, the universal rotary PRL actuator was rejected due to its high cost.
Figure A.1: Universal rotary PRL with custom frame of inner radius and outer radius.
A.2 Exlar Inc.
Exlar’s Tritex actuators represent an all-electric solution for moving and/or positioning
mechanical devices in large variety of commercial, industrial or military grade
applications. Tritex actuators are known to eliminate the need for pneumatic and hydraulic
cylinders while improving position performance, reducing cycle times and eliminating the
maintenance associated with the fluid power devices. The Tritex series of electric
actuators combine a brushless motor, servo amplifier and position controller in a single
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industrial enclosure. This eliminates both the external servo amplifier and the expensive
failure prone cables associated with a typical servo system. Servo system component
selection, design and installation are completely eliminated. Trouble shooting and
debugging of individual components; gear reducers, rotary-to-linear converter
mechanisms and the complex wiring layout typical of such a system are gone. Moreover,
the panel space for a separately mounted amplifier and installation of that amplifier are no
longer necessary.
Tritex rotary motors and gear-motors provide high response and precise control of a
rotatable shaft similar to that found in any electric motor. The difference is that with
Tritex programability (via your PC) the rotational speed and position of the output shaft in
response to external commands. For example. The motor is commanded to rotate at a
controlled velocity and precisely stop at a pre-programmed position upon receiving a
command to do so. The feature is ideal since to control the position of the output shaft
through a CNC machine, as illustrated in Figure below:
Figure A.2: Exlar’s Tritex rotary actuation system (Ming, 2011).
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However, the weight of the system is 11 kg and design of this increases the length of
the overall actuator system, which makes it unfeasible to be mounted at the pivot of the
rotational axial of the outer or the inner Frame. The price was $12, 000 which is another
desirable characteristic of this system. Therefore, this actuation system is rejected.
A.3 SKF Group
SKF’s CRAB05 rotary actuator provides multiple output shafts and multiple motor
options. They are also small and compact. The maximum output torque is 100 N.m. The
approximate price is $8, 000. CRAB05 is an ideal actuator for task that involves a lighter
load. It is not suitable for the tasks required to accomplish. Also, the mounting of the load
to the actuator requires additional machine work. Even though, the size of this actuator is
ideal, but it doesn’t meet the requirement for the minimum torque and the mounting of the
actuator requires additional machine work done on the fixture which increases the total
cost as well. Therefore, this actuator is rejected.
Figure A.3: SKF’s rotary actuation system (Megan, 2011).
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A.4 Oriental Motor Inc.
Oriental Motor’ s DG Series Hollow rotary actuator is a rotary actuator featuring a hollow
output table that allows large-inertia discs and arms to be installed directly. The DG Series
makes machine design, wiring and maintenance simple. In this actuator, the gear-reduction
mechanism employs precision gears along with a proprietary adjustment mehanism that
eliminates backlash. The repetitive positioning accuracy from a single direction is 15 sec.
The price of the actuator is in the range of $300 − $500. The maximum torque available
with the DG series is 440 lb-in (approximately 50 lb-in), which didn’t meet the minimum
torque requirement for the actuator. Also, the design of the actuator is not feasible since
the motor is not integrated with the output table but rather attached at a side which results
in increased the vibration in the system. Therefore, this design is rejected.
Figure A.4: Oriental’s hollow rotary actuation system (Ivaniors, 2011).
Appendix B
Software Interface
No specific terminal software is required to control SCX10. Immediate motion controller
is supplied with SCX10. The start-up of the software allows selecting of the
communication port and the baudrate, as shown in Figure B.1. The Motion Creator panel
Figure B.1: Communication interface port and baudrate selection (Ming, 2011).
provides a simple way to create motions using a standard linear ramp trapezoidal motion
profile. The motion profile generally starts from Starting Velocity (VS) and ramps up to
Running Velocity (VR) over Acceleration Time (TA). At some time later, depending on
the motion type or Stop input encountered, the profile ramps down to the starting velocity
(VS) over the Deceleration Time (TD) then stops. For incremental or absolute moves, if
the travel distance is shorter than ((VR-VS)/2)*(TA+TD), the motion profile may become
triangulated and the specified running velocity is not be reached (Ming, 2011). A brief
description of the key features of Immediate Motion Creator software, shown in Figure
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B.2, is given in this section.
Figure B.2: Immediate motion creator software interface (Ming, 2011).
B.1 Command Syntax
This window displays the actual commands/parameters that are sent to the CM10(SCX10).
The required parameters are also be stored on the PC to be loaded onto the software for
execution of the desired motion.
B.1.1 Motion Type
Incremental: Move Incremental (MI) is a point-to-point incremental motion. The
distance moved is determined by Distance, in user units. The arithmetic sign of Distance
determines the direction of motion (Ming, 2011).
Absolute: Move absolute (MA x) is a point-to-point motion to position specified by the
destination parameter. Motion distance is calculated by subtracting the current motor
position from the destination parameter (alternate caption in place of Distance when Move
Absolute is selected). If the motion finishes successfully, the displayed Motor Position
should be equal to ’n’.
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Move Continuous: Move Continuous positive or negative (MCP/MCN) is a continuous
motion, with no defined final position. Motion continues until the system is commanded
to stop or an alarm condition occurs.
B.2 Motion Parameters
Distance: Distance parameter (DIS) specifies the travel distance for an incremental
motion. The unit of distance is specified by the user programmable User Unit string (UU)
and the corresponding movement of the motor shaft and is directly related to the distance
per revolution (DPR) parameter. The sign of the distance parameter specifies the direction
of motion. Example: User Unit = Rev, Distance Per Rev = 1, Distance = -2.5 Result: The
motor rotates 2.5 User Units or 2.5 Revolutions in CCW direction (Borrel & Liegeois,
1986; Lenarcic & Umek, 1994; Kuo & Benjamin, 1991).
Destination: (Alternate caption in place of Distance when Move Absolute is selected)
The destination parameter specifies the final command motor position for an absolute
move. The unit of destination is the user programmable User Unit (UU). After an absolute
motion is completed successfully, the motor position should be equal to this parameter.
The move distance is calculated as follow: [Signed Distance] = [Destination] - [Current
motor Position]
Starting velocity: Starting velocity (VS) specifies the starting speed for the motion. In
the Motion Creator Tab, all motions start with velocity VS and then accelerate to running
velocity (VR) over acceleration time (TA). All motions decelerate from VR to VS over
deceleration time (TD), and then stop.
Running Velocity: Running Velocity (VR) specifies the peak target speed for the motion,
in user units per second.
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Acceleration Time Acceleration time (TA) is the time used to accelerate the motor from
Starting Velocity (VS) to Running Velocity (VR) in seconds. TA is also used for changing
speeds on-the-fly in Move continuous motions, if the speed is increasing toward the new
target speed.
Deceleration Time: Deceleration time (TD) is the time used to decelerate the motor from
Running Velocity (VR) to Starting Velocity (VS) in seconds. TD is also used for changing




This appendix provides the MATAB code which programs Equations 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 to
calculate the desired angles for the outer and the inner frames’ rotations for a line segment
of a toolpath. The code for the toolpath execution algorithm which uses the five equations
of motion is also provided in this appendix. Lastly, this appendix provides the code for the
implmentation of the visual representation for the toolpath execution.
C.1 Calculating the required rotational values for the
outer and inner frame.
%Calculate the required angles for the outer and inner
%frames rotations
NumberOfLines = input(’Number of lines’);
for i=1:NumberOfLines,
%User defines the the toolpath on the non-rotated sheet of metal
%and the desired angle between each line segment and the tool.
xin(i) = input(’Enter initial point of the line segment, xi: ’);
yin(i) = input(’Enter initial point of the line segment, yi: ’);
xfn(i) = input(’Enter the final point of line segment, xf: ’);
yfn(i) = input(’Enter the final point of line segment, yf: ’);
vx = input(’vx: ’);
theta(i) = input(’angle for the line segment: ’);
%Calculate theta_y and theta_y to obtain the























%Use theta_x and theta_y to find the toolpath
% on the rotated sheet.
theta_x(i)=-theta_x(i);
% Matlab assumes + rotation to counter-clokwise.
%We want the opposite,
% hence the negative sign at the beginning.
theta_y(i)=-theta_y(i);
Rot_x=[1 0 0; 0 cosd(theta_x(i)) -sind(theta_x(i));
0 sind(theta_x(i)) cosd(theta_x(i))];













C.2 Toolpath execution algorithm.
NumberOfLines = input(’Number of lines’);
for i=1:NumberOfLines,
xin(i) = input(’Enter initial point of line segment, xi: ’);
yin(i) = input(’Enter initial point of line segment, yi: ’);
xfn(i) = input(’Enter final point of line segment, xf: ’);
yfn(i) = input(’Enter final point of line segment, yf: ’);
vx = input(’vx: ’);


















%Use theta_x and theta_y to find the toolpath
%on the rotated sheet.
theta_x(i)=-theta_x(i);
% Matlab assumes + rotation to counter-clokwise.
%We want the opposite,
hence the negative sign at the beginning.
theta_y(i)=-theta_y(i);
Rot_x=[1 0 0; 0 cosd(theta_x(i)) -sind(theta_x(i));
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0 sind(theta_x(i)) cosd(theta_x(i))];






































































































































































































































































































































% The initials point for the motion


























































































































































































































%Moving the sheet so that the tool is at the starting







%’not equal to’ because i was incremented previously.
while (jplot<i),
xtn(l)=xin(jplot);
% the x vector on the rotated sheet [xin xfn]
xtn(l+1)=xfn(jplot);
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[xn1, yn1] = meshgrid(startx:1:endx, starty:.25:endy);
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zn1=(xn1*0)-4;















Rot_x=[1 0 0; 0 cosd(theta_xplot) -sind(theta_xplot);
0 sind(theta_xplot) cosd(theta_xplot)];
Rot_y=[cosd(theta_yplot) 0 sind(theta_yplot);0 1 0;
-sind(theta_yplot) 0 cosd(theta_yplot)];
m=1;































axis([-7 7 -4 4])
theta_xplot=theta_xplot+dthetax;
theta_yplot=theta_yplot+dthetay;







A paper was presented in 2011 in the UOIT annual graduate conference. Two conference
papers were published on this research in the 2011 at the 23rd Canadian Congress of
Applied Mechanics (CANCAM). The CANCAM conferences began in 1967 at
l’Universit’e Laval. CANCAM provides a national and international forum for presenting
the recent advances in the field of applied mechanics and related areas. The details of the
publications are listed below:
• UOIT Graduate conference (2011): The design and analysis of a new device to
enhance a three axis CNC mill with five axis capability.
The paper was presented at the UOIT graduate conference in 2011. This paper
outlines the introductory research of this thesis on the design of the Two-Axis
Gyroscopic (TAG) adapter. It introduces Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF)
and shows how the TAG adapter design is superior to the existing similar
technologies in the market.
• The design and analysis of a new fixture to convert a three axis CNC mill to have five
axis capabilities.
The second paper provides an in depth analysis of the TAG adapter design by deriving
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the kinematic equations and calculating workspace utilization. It also shows how the
TAG adapter provides two independent axes of rotation which other similar products
have failed to achieve.
• A toolpath generation method for five axis CNC mill using SPIF technology
The third paper discusses the SPIF toolpath and derives inverse kinematic equations
to find the required for the outer and the inner frames of the TAG adapter to prepare
the sheet for a line segment of a toolpath. The papers provides an in depth research
conducted to meet the objective of this thesis.
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D.1 UOIT Graduate Conference (2011): The design and
analysis of a new device to enhance three axis CNC
mill with five axis capability
THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF A NEW DEVICE TO ENHANCE A
THREE AXIS CNC MILL WITH FIVE AXIS CAPABILITIY
Mariam Fatima
University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT), Oshawa, Ontario, Canada.
, Ruth MILMAN , Marnie HAM
Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a research based manufacturing processing in which the central 
concept is the forming of parts from sheet metal without the use of dedicated dies. SPIF is accomplished with a
standard Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine using a tool with a rotating shaft which has a smooth 
spherical end, usually called the forming tool, referred to hereafter as an end effector. In this process, a blank metal 
sheet is tightly secured on the fixture or work frame. The sheet is then depressed by the end effector, using a series 
of toolpaths programmed with the CNC machine. The end effector continuously presses on the sheet until one 
toolpath is fully completed. It then retracts from the sheet at the end of each toolpath, following the next toolpath 
until the desired shape is accomplished [1]. This process is fully automated.
SPIF has a significant impact to the metal forming industry due to its greatly reduced turnaround time and 
cost. To manufacture complex shapes, five axis CNC mills are needed. Five axis machines are very expensive, so 
alternative technology is available which allows  two additional axes to be added to a standard three axis machine. 
Over the past decade, many techniques have been developed that have made it feasible to manufacture sheet metal 
with condensed tooling efforts as compared to the traditional processes previously used [2,3]. Extension of a 
traditional three axis CNC machine to achieve the capabilities of SPIF has matured over the years. With 
technological advancements in this area, the demand for manufacturing more complicated shapes with complex 
geometry has grown rapidly, thus the implementation of five axis CNC SPIF technology has become a research area 
of interest. This versatile and efficient technology allows for the manufacturing of many complex parts much more 
quickly than traditional manufacturing techniques, so that parts used in essential applications such as medicine and 
aerospace can be manufactured in the period of a day, whereas using traditional manufacturing, production of these 
parts would otherwise take significantly longer.
There have been numerous designs developed over the last few years that facilitate the conversion of three 
axis CNC machine to provide the capabilities of a five axis CNC machine with SPIF. Those designs mostly add an 
x-axis tilt and a 360 degree z-axis rotation to accomplish five axis machining; i.e. a tilt in the x-axis and a rotation in 
the z-axis. However, the workspace obtained by the 360 degrees of rotation is fully reachable by the end effector 
only if the allowable translation in x-axis is equal to the possible translation in the y-axis. Unfortunately, a standard 
mill bed is rectangular, not square, thus not all of the sheet metal can be reached unless the size of the sheet is 
significantly reduced. In addition, the rotation about the z-axis is useless without a tilt in the x-axis; since the angle 
between the sheet and the end effector would still be 90 degrees. In other words, the rotation in the second axis, of 
the two possible rotating axes, is fully depended on the first axis rotation to obtain useful results. 
This new design overcomes the workspace constraints of the more traditional z-axis rotation tables by 
providing two independent actuated axes of rotation which can be used simultaneously to provide an arbitrary 
rotational axis. It also presents an easy to use design which is light enough to be lifted by a single person to allow a 
convenient switch between a three axis CNC mill to a five axis CNC mill. Table-1 and figure-1 describe the design 
requirements and some possible setups of the fixture, respectively. 
TABLE 1: THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE FIXTURE.
                                                                                                                 FIGURE 1A – FIXTURE .         FIGURE 1B – TRANSLATION.  FIGURE 1C – ROTATION.
x,y,z (translation) 760, 440, 370 mm
x-axis tilt/pitch +/- 15 degrees
y-axis tilt/pitch +/- 40 degrees
Maximum bearing 
force 1000N
Total weight of the 
fixture. 23 kg
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In order to control the rotating shaft/end effector’s position and orientation, it is essential to develop the 
forward kinematic equations for the fixture. Forward kinematics calculate the end effector’s position and 
orientation given the translational and rotational variables. These equations are later used to drive inverse kinematic 
equations, which calculate the required rotational and translational variables needed to move to a specific point on 
the sheet. The inner frame, the outer frame and the base frame in the fixture could be considered as robotic links, 
connected at two different joints; the connections occur at the joint between the base frame and the outer frame and 
the joint between the outer frame and the inner frame. The fixture consists of three prismatic joints which allow for 
the translation in the x, y and z axes. It has two revolute joints which allow for the rotation in the x and the y axes. 
These rotations are obtained by rotation in the inner and the outer frames, respectively. This design allows for five 
degrees of freedom. The foundation of various coordinate systems to represent the position and orientation of the 
end effector is essential. This foundation facilitates the transformation among these coordinates systems. Pure 
translation and rotation are considered rigid motion and the transformation of rigid motion from one frame to 
another is called homogenous transformation.The overall homogenous transformation is described by the sequential 
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where ,  ,  and  ,  ,  are co-ordinates of frame -2 and frame -1, respectively. 
One of the key concerns in any of the related fixtures is the workspace on the sheet of metal which is accessible to 
the SPIF end effector. Workspace is the total volume 
swept by the end effector as all the possible motions are 
executed. Figures 2 illustrate one direction 
configurations of the sheet, where the sheet has no 
rotation, 40 degrees rotation about the y-axis, 15 
degrees rotation about the x-axis and a simultaneous
rotation of 40 degrees about the y-axis and 15 degrees 
rotation about x-axis. The MATLAB simulations in 
Figure 2 illustrate each of these rotations in one plot for 
better comparison.  In our recent research we have 
shown that the new fixture allows for greater 
reachability than existing fixtures.  Furthermore, 
because of its unique motion larger sheets of metal can 
be used with the new fixture.
                                                                                               FIGURE 2 – ALL POSSILE ONE DIRECTION ROTATIONS.
CONCLUSIONS:
Using the kinematic equations presented above, incorporating the rotary/tilting table  with a three axis CNC mill 
machine gives five axis capabilities to the CNC mill machine. Though there have been numerous developments in 
the literature for extending CNC Mills to five axis capability, this new fixture discussed in the paper implements a 
vastly different technique for obtaining five axes, by including an x-axis and y-axis rotation. This design is 
lightweight and simple to use. It is efficient because every point on the sheet is reachable - every point resulting 
from all possible rotations as listed in the design constraints can be reached by the SPIF tool. Furthermore, larger 
sheet metal can be used with this new fixture.
References:
[1] Heilandt, M.C (2008). “The Design and Analysis of a Device to Convert a Three Axis CNC Mill to Have Five 
Axis Capabilities.” B. Sc thesis University of Ontario Institute ofTechnology.
[2] Jeswiet, J., Young, D., (2004) “Forming Limit Diagrams for Single-Point Incremental Forming of Aluminium 
Sheet.” IMechE Part B: Journal of Engineering Manufacture Vol. 219, No. 4, pp. 359-364.
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ABSTRACT
Design for a supplemental fixture which provides 4th and 5th
axes capabilities to a three axis CNC mill is discussed in this 
paper. The application of Single Point Incremental Forming
(SPIF) is shown with this fixture. The fixture is a tilting table
which is placed on a milling bed of a three axis CNC mill. The
fixture has tilting capabilities about the x and y axes, unlike 
most of the existing commercially available designs which use 
a tilt on the x-axis and rotation about the z-axis. A thorough 
study of related Forward Kinematics is established to calculate 
the workspace. The fixture is efficient due to its easily 
moveable lightweight design. The new design improves on the 
standard x-tilt z-rotation design, because every point on the 
sheet is still accessible under any allowable x-y rotation.
INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous designs developed over the last
few years that facilitate the conversion of three axis Computer 
Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine to provide the 
capabilities of a five axis CNC machine with SPIF. Those 
designs mostly add an x-axis tilt and a 360 degrees z-axis 
rotation to accomplish five axis machining; i.e. a tilt in the x-
axis and a rotation in the z-axis. However, the workspace 
obtained by the 360 degrees of rotation is fully reachable by the 
end effector only if the allowable translation in x-axis is equal 
to the possible translation in the y-axis. Unfortunately, a 
standard mill bed is rectangular, not square. In addition, the 
rotation about the z-axis is useless without a tilt in the x-axis; 
since the angle between the sheet and the end effector would 
still be 90 degrees. In other words, the rotation in the second 
axis, of the two possible rotating axes, is fully depended on the 
first axis rotation to obtain useful results.
In this paper, the design of a new fixture which implements 
a tilt in the x and y axes is discussed. This design overcomes
the aforementioned constraints by providing two independent 
axes of rotation along with the capability of simultaneous 
rotation in the two axes. It also presents an easy to use design 
which is light enough to be lifted by a single person to allow a 
convenient switch between a three axis CNC mill to a five axis 
CNC mill. The fixture is originally designed for use with Single 
Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) but can be utilized for other 
process on CNC mill or drill presses. 
SPIF is a research based manufacturing processing in which 
the central concept is the forming of parts from sheet metal 
without the use of dedicated dies. SPIF is accomplished by 
using a standard CNC machine with a rotating shaft which has 
a smooth spherical end, usually called the forming tool, referred 
to hereafter as end effector. In this process, a blank metal sheet 
is tightly secured on the fixture or work frame. The sheet is 
then depressed by the end effector, using a series of toolpaths 
programmed with the CNC machine. The end effector 
continuously presses on the sheet until one toolpath is fully 
completed. It then retracts from the sheet at the end of each
toolpath, following the next toolpath until the desired shape is
accomplished [3]. This process is fully automated.
SPIF has a significant impact to the metal forming industry 
due to its greatly reduced turnaround time and cost. To 
manufacture complex shapes, five axis CNC mills are utilized. 
Five axis machines are very expensive, so alternative 
technology is available which allows for two additional axes to 
be added to a three axis machine. Extension of a traditional 
three axis CNC machine to achieve the capabilities of SPIF has 
matured over the years. With technological advancements in 
this area, the demand for manufacturing more complicated 
shapes with complex geometry has grown rapidly, thus the 
implementation of five axis CNC SPIF technology has become 
a research area of interest [6].
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BACKGROUND
Five axis machining is accomplished by adding a rotation to
two of the three existing x, y, or z axes. The requirement of the 
design is to build a table to attain 4th and 5th axis capabilities 
around one common point [3]. The table is required to be 
lightweight, comprehensive and able to withstand a force of
1000N. In addition, the table weight should not exceed 23kg, 
which is the maximum allowable limit according to physical 
ergonomics. The sheet should also be tightly secured onto the 
table and have zero degrees of freedom during use. The end 
product would allow a blank sheet of metal to be secured on the 
table. The elevation of the table within the mill bed allows the 
SPIF tool to depress the sheet. The following table summarizes 
the design constraints.
Table 1: The requirements of the fixture.
X,Y,Z (TRANSLATION) 760, 440, 370 MM
X-AXIS TILT/PITCH +/- 15 DEGREES 




TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE 
FIXTURE.
23 KG
In our design, this fixture/table is placed on the mill bed of a
three axis CNC mill machine. The fixture consists of a base
frame, with the inner and the outer frame elevated at a height of
370 mm, as can be seen in Figure 1.
Fig. 1: The fixture [8].
The outer and the inner frame add a tilt in the y and x axes
respectively. The sheet metal is tightly secured on top on the
inner frame. The translation of the mill bed in the x and y axes
makes possible the translation of the fixture in the x and y axes
as well. The outer frame rotates about the y axis with a freedom
of +/- 40 degrees. The inner frame rotates about the x-axis with 
a freedom of +/- 15 degrees. The rotating shaft moves only in 
the vertical direction, as can be seen in Figure 2.
Fig 2: Fixture’s setup [Adapted from 8].
KINEMATICS
In order to control the rotating shaft/end effector’s position 
and orientation, it is essential to develop the forward kinematic
equations for the fixture. Forward kinematics calculates the 
end effector’s position and orientation given the translational 
and rotational variables. 
The inner frame, the outer frame and the base frame in the
fixture could be considered as robotic links, connected at two
different joints; the connections occur at the joint between the
base frame and the outer frame and the joint between the outer
frame and the inner frame. The fixture consists of three 
prismatic joints which allow for the translation in the x, y and z 
axes. It has two revolute joints which allow for the rotation in 
the x and the y axes. These rotations are obtained by rotation in 
the inner and the outer frames, respectively. This design allows 
for five degrees of freedom.
The foundation of various coordinate systems to represent 
the position and orientation of the end effector is essential. This
foundation facilitates the transformation among these
coordinates systems. Pure translation and rotation are
considered rigid motion and the transformation of rigid motion
from one frame to another is called homogenous 
transformation.
TRANSLATION
The transformation of a point A in Frame 1 to a point A in 
Frame 2 can be represented as 
A = H A + d                                           (1)
where H is the transformation matrix and d is the displacement 
vector.
Fig. 3: The translation of the end effector represented in   
coordinate frame.
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Figure 3 illustrates translation of the end effector from a 
mathematic perspective. The end effector is located at the 
origin in Frame 1 and then translated in the x and y axes in 
Frame 2. In Frame 1 a point is drawn at the origin of the axes to 
represent the end effector’s position. The point is then moved 
along the x and y axes in Frame 2, representing translation of 
the end effector.
When a point in Frame 1 is represented as
=  +  +                   (2)
mathematically, the same point in Frame 2 would be 
represented as 
=   +   +                     (3)
where , ,  are the unit vectors in the x-y-z axis of Frame 1 
and    , ,  are the unit vectors in the x-y-z axis of Frame 2.          
In order to define a point in Frame 2 with respect to Frame 1, 
the point  in (3) is represented in terms of the point  of 
Frame 1 in (2). This is done co-ordinate by co-ordinate.
Ignoring the translation in the x and y axis, the following three 
equations are created:
 =    = (  +  + ) = (. ) + (. ) + (. ) ,           (4)
 =    = (  +  + ) = (. ) + (. ) + (. ),             (5)
 =   = (  +   + ) = (. ) + (. ) + (. ),       (6)
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(7) represents a point in Frame 2 in terms of Frame 1, without 
any translation or rotation. Using (1) to add the translation in 
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(8) calculates the co-ordinates of a point in Frame 2 given both 
the co-ordinates of the point in Frame 1 and the translation in 
the axes.
                                                                              
ROTATION
In order to reach all possible points on the sheet of metal, 
both translation of the mill bed and rotation of the table must be 
incorporated.  In this section we examine the rotation equations.
                    
                                                                                                     
Rotation about y-axis:
Fig. 4: The rotation of the sheet about y-axis.
Figure 4 shows the sheet without any rotation in Frame 1. In
Frame 2 of Figure 4, the sheet is rotated about y axis. The 
dotted axes in Frame 2 show the relation between the rotated 
axes and the original axes with no rotation. The rotations shown 
in Figure 4 are used as a basis to calculate the following set of 
equations.
Table 2. Dot multiplication of the unit vectors.
.  = 
.  = 0 =1
. = 
.  =cos 90=0
. =  (90+) = 
. =  90=0
. =  90=0
. =  (90 – ) = 
. =  90 =0
Starting with the format of the equations used in (7) along with
the variables listed in Table 2, the following homogeneous
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The homogenous rotation matrix for a rotation about x-axis was 
obtained in a similar way. The overall homogenous
transformation is described by the sequential application of 
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WORKSPACE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
One of the key concerns in any of the related fixtures is the
workspace on the sheet of metal which is accessible to the SPIF
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end effector. Workspace is the total volume swept by the end
effector as all the possible motions are executed [8]. Without 
any rotation in the inner and the outer frame, the sheet makes a 
90 degrees angle with the end effector which provides attributes 
of a three axis machining. Figure 5 illustrates all the executable 
rotation of the sheet metal in one plot; the sheet with no 
rotation, 40 degrees rotation about the y-axis, 15 degrees 
rotation about the x-axis and a simultaneous rotation of 40 
degrees about the y-axis and 15 degrees rotation about the x-
axis. 
Fig. 5: All possible one direction rotation.
Many of the existing mill tables add a rotation in the x and z 
axes. In order to obtain any angle other than 90 degrees, 
between the end effector and the sheet, rotation about the z-axis 
alone is not sufficient. A tilt in the y-axis is necessary to obtain 
a steeper angle between the end effector and the sheet metal. 
In addition, most of the existing tables offer 360 degrees 
rotation about z-axis, but the full 360 degrees rotation is only 
useful if the x-axis and the y-axis of the mill bed is of equal 
length. Even though, the workspace of the workpiece in our 
fixture is somewhat smaller than some of the existing well 
known manufacturers’ designs such as HAAS Automation Inc.,
but with our fixture every point obtained by all the possible 
rotations is accessible. Therefore, the workspace utilization 
factor defined in (11), #$ is 1(100%). 
#$ =
#%&''* - #%/'$234565
#%&''* 7 #%/'$283:65; (11)
Finally, the fixture discussed in the paper is light enough to be 
lifted by a person to easily convert back to a three axis 
machining. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a superior design of a fixture to convert a three 
axis CNC mill machine to a five axis CNC mill machine is 
achieved. This fixture implements a vastly different technique 
for obtaining five axes, by including an x-axis and y-axis 
rotation. This design is lightweight thus it makes the temporary 
conversion between a three axis mill to a five axis mill more 
convenient. It is also efficient because every point on the sheet 
is reachable; where every point resulting from all possible 
rotations as listed in the design constraints can be reached by 
the SPIF tool. These inimitabilities make the new fixture much 
more efficient and useful than the currently existing designs in 
the market. 
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a toolpath generation method is proposed for a 
new fixture which facilitates the conversion of a three axis 
CNC mill to a five axis CNC mill. Toolpath generation is used
for the application of Single Point Incremental Forming 
(SPIF) with the fixture. The proposed toolpath generation 
method is unique since it ensures that the Cutter Location 
(CL) point is only at a vertical distance from the Cutter Centre 
(CC) point. This would avoid any possible slip when the end 
effector is depressed onto the sheet. Hence, it would improve 
the overall efficiency of the manufacturing process.  
INTRODUCTION
This research develops the toolpath generation method for 
the new fixture/tilting table which facilitates the extension of a 
three axis CNC mill to provide the capabilities of a five axis 
CNC mill using non-traditional methods. The toolpath 
generation method is designed for the application of Single 
Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) and assumes the use of the 
new tilting table which has no current toolpath generation 
method associated with it. 
The demand for an extension of a traditional three axis 
CNC mill to a five axis CNC mill has increased rapidly with 
an increasing demand for manufacturing more complicated 
shapes with complex geometry. The traditional dedicated five 
axis machining centers are less attractive due to their high 
capital cost. The extension of a three axis CNC mill to a five 
axis CNC mill is easier to adapt and allows most of the 
machine shops with a three axis CNC mill to easily update to a 
five axis CNC mill. In this study, the extension is 
accomplished by placing a fixture on the milling bed of a three 
axis CNC mill. The fixture consists of a base frame, with the 
inner frame and the outer frame elevated at a height, as can be 
seen in Figure 1.   It has tilting capabilities about the x-axis
and y-axis. The y-axis and the x-axis tilt are obtained by the
rotation of the outer frame and the inner frame, respectively.
The application of SPIF is shown with this fixture.  In this 
process, the blank metal sheet is tightly secured on the fixture 
or work frame. The sheet is then depressed by the end effector, 
using a series of toolpath programmed with CNC machine. 
The end effector continuously presses on the sheet until one 
toolpath is fully completed. It then retracts from the sheet at 
the end of each toolpath, following the next toolpath until the 
desired shape is accomplished [1]. Any desired shape could be 
obtained by connecting a series of straight lines with different 
length and slope depending on the geometry of the shape. 
Hence, one toolpath is equivalent to traversing through one 
three dimensional straight line on the sheet by the end effector 
with the appropriate depression. In order for this line to be 
accessible by the end effector, a certain rotation of the inner 
and the outer frame is required. 
In this paper, the control variables required to generate a 
toolpath are derived for the new design of a non-traditional 
supplemental fixture which provides 4th and 5th axes 
capabilities to a three axis CNC mill. The proposed toolpath 
generation method is unique since it ensures that the CL 
(Cutter Location) point is only at a vertical distance from the 
Cutter Centre (CC) point, as can be seen in Figure 2. CC point
is the center point of the spherical end of cutter, as shown in 
Figure 2. The cutter is referred as end effector in this paper. 
The CL point is the point where the sheet and the cutter are in 
contact.  The purpose of making sure that the CL point is at a 
vertical distant from the CC point is to avoid any possible slip 
when the end effector is depressed and traversed onto the sheet
following a toolpath.
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Fig. 1: The fixture.
DESIGN CONSTRAINT
An important aspect of the toolpath generation method is to 
make sure that the CL point is only at a vertical distance from
the CC point, as can be seen in Figure 2. In other words, there 
is only vertical translation and no horizontal translation from 
the CC point to the CL point. This can be accomplished by 
ensuring that a vertical vector representing the direction of the 
CC point (CC point direction vector) makes a 90 degrees 
angle with the vector that is both perpendicular to the toolpath 
and lies on the sheet. The purpose is to ensure that there is no 
slip when the end effector is depressed onto the sheet and 
traverses through the toolpath. Figure 3 further illustrates it: 
Fig 2: The CC point and the CL point of the end effector.
Fig 3: Toolpath in Frame 2.
This design constraint could be met by fulfilling the following 
three requirements:
1) Find a vector that is perpendicular to the toolpath. 
This requirement sweeps one disk of possible 
solutions but we are interested in the vector that is on 
the sheet.  This leads to the second requirement. 
2) The vector perpendicular to the toolpath should be on 
the sheet. 
3) The CC point direction vector is required to make a 
90 degrees angle with that vector.
In other words, a vector that is perpendicular to both the 
toolpath and the CC direction vector and also lies on the sheet, 
is required. Fulfilling the aforementioned three requirements 
will ensure that the CL point is only at a vertical distant from 
the CC point.
DESIGN CONSTRAINT SOLUTION
It is observed from the aforementioned requirements that 
orthogonality of two vectors is an important concept in 
meeting the design constraint. In linear algebra, the dot 
product and the cross product are the two concepts that utilize 
the angle between two vectors, defined as:
Dot product: Given any two vectors <> and ?>, the dot product 
of <> and ?> is defined as
(<> . ?>) = |<||?|@
where @ is the angle between the two vectors  <> and ?>.
Cross Product: Given any two vectors <> and ?>, the cross 
product of <> and ?> returns a vector that is perpendicular to 
both <> and ?>, defined as
<> × ?> = |<||?|@
where @ is the angle between <> and ?>.
We require a vector that is perpendicular to both the toolpath 
and the CC direction vector, as explained in the first and the 
third requirement, therefore the cross product of the toolpath 
and the CC direction vector would return a vector that is 
perpendicular to both, represented as
[BCD<EF] × [GG IJE KJEI]
which is equal to
|BCD<EF| L |GG IJE KJEI| L M.       (1)
Also, according to the second requirement, the vector in (1) 
should lie on the sheet. This requirement is met by using the 
fact that any vector that lies on the sheet is perpendicular to 
the normal vector of the sheet. 
Therefore, the dot product of (1) and the normal vector of the 
sheet should be zero, defined as
N(|BCD<EF| L |GG IJE KJEI| L M   ) . IO<CP = 0. (2)




As mentioned earlier, the manufacturing of any desired 
shape could be accomplished by connecting a series of straight 
lines with different slopes and length depending on the 
geometry of the shape. The toolpath generation method for a 
straight line is developed based on the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: The initial point and the end point of the 
straight line on the un-rotated sheet, in Frame 1, are
known. 
The sheet in Frame 1 represents the initial position of the sheet 
where the rotation of the outer frame (rotation about the y-
axis, M) and the rotation of the inner frame (rotation about the 
x-axis, M)  are zero. The initial point [Q, Q, Q] of the 
straight line where the end effector would start to traverse, and 
the final point [R, R, R] of the straight line where the 
end effector would stop, are known. Therefore,




	                                 (3)
is a vector on the un-rotated sheet or the toolpath to be
traversed by the end effector in Frame 1, as can be seen 
in Figure 4.
Fig 4: The toolpath in Frame 1.
Assumption 2: The angle S between the end effector and 
the toolpath on the rotated sheet, in Frame 2, is known.
In Frame 2, the sheet either has a rotation of the outer frame 
(rotation about the y-axis, M) or a rotation of the inner frame 
(rotation about the x-axis, M), or both. Therefore the initial 
point [Q, Q, Q] in Frame 1 would be translated in Frame 2
as [UV , UW, UV ] , defined as
[UV , UW, UV ] = [y-axis rotation]*[x-axis rotation] *[Q, Q, Q]


















Similarly, the final point [RX , RX , RX ] of the straight line on 


















Therefore, the toolpath to be traversed on the rotated sheet in 
























which is further simplified to
BCD<EF = 

M L NQ  RP + M L NQ  RP
M L NQ  RP
M L NQ  RP + M L M L NQ  RP
. (6)
The vertical end effector can only move up and down along 
the z-axis and therefore is always at a constant angle of 90 
degrees to the un-rotated sheet in Frame 1. However, in Frame 
2 the rotation of the outer frame and the inner frame (a non-
zero value of M, M) causes the angle between the sheet and 
the end effector to be different than 90 degrees. The angle 
between the vertical end effector and the toolpath, in Frame 2, 
is defined as  M, as can be seen in Figure 5.
Fig 5: The toolpath in Frame 2.
If M and M are both zero, then (6) would be equal to (3). 
Therefore, (6) would be used as the toolpath for both cases; 1) 
sheet without rotation, in Frame 1 and 2) sheet with rotation, 
in Frame 2.
It should be noted that in (6) M and M are unknown values.
Therefore, the next step is to find M and M such that the angle 
between the toolpath and the vertical end effector is M, as 
outlined in the second assumption. 
The end effector only has a vertical translation. In other words, 
the end effector is always parallel to the z-axis and therefore
could be simply represented as




".                                          (7)
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The toolpath in (6) is also given in form of a vector. Therefore, 
the problems narrows down to finding  M and M so that the 
angle between the vectors in (6) and (7) is M.
FINDING THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES, S\ AND S^
Dot product is applied to solve for the unknown
variables, M and M. As mentioned previously, the angle 
between the toolpath and the end effector, represented in (6) 
and (7), respectively, is M. Therefore, the dot product of the 
two is given as
[BCD<EF] .  [Y JZZJEI] = |BCD<EF| L |Y JZZJEI| L M
which is further expanded as


M L NQ  RP + M L NQ  RP
M L NQ  RP






which is equal to
_
M L NQ  RP + M L NQ  RP
M L NQ  RP






where Q, Q, Q, R, R, R and M are known values and 
M and Mare unknown values.
In addition to (2), (8) also has to be satisfied in the process of 
toolpath generation. This leaves us with two equations and two 
unknowns. Therefore, solving (2) and (8) simultaneously 
allows us to find Mand M:












M =  
bN:mib:mjPL}Q~m
N:gib:gjPL}m
                                            (10)
Therefore, given the initial point and the final point of the 
toolpath and the angle, M, between the toolpath and the vertical 
end effector, the required values for the rotation of the outer 
frame and the rotation of the inner frame are given by (9) and 
(10), respectively.
CONCLUSION
This research developed a toolpath generation method for a 
new fixture which facilitates the conversion of a three axis 
CNC mill to a five axis CNC mill.  The new fixture is a tilting 
table which is placed on the milling bed of a three axis 
machine. The fixture adds a tilt in the y-axis and x-axis, which 
is obtained by the outer frame rotation and the inner frame 
rotation of the fixture, respectively.  The application of SPIF is 
also shown with the fixture.  SPIF uses a CNC machine to 
program toolpaths that are required to manufacture any 
desired shape. In this research, one toolpath is considered 
equivalent to one straight line in 3D since any desired shape 
could be obtained by combining a series of straight lines with 
different slope and size depending on the geometry of the 
shape. 
The initial point and the final point of the straight line and the 
 	 
   and the end effector are given
values. Using these values, the next step was to find the 
required rotation of the outer frame and the inner frame that 
would ensure that the angle between the line and the end 
effector, in F   	     

utilizing the dot product of the 3D line in Frame 2 and the 
vector representing the end effector, as shown in (8).  An 
important design constraint was to ensure that the CL point is 
only at a vertical distance from CC point. This requirement 
was met by making sure that the vector that is perpendicular to 
the CC direction vector and also lies on the sheet is making a 
90 degrees angle with the normal vector of the sheet in Frame 
2.  The cross product of toolpath and the CC direction vector 
gave a vector that is perpendicular to the CC direction vector 
and also lies on the sheet. The dot product of the vector,
(obtained from the cross product) with the normal vector of 
the sheet in Frame 2 ensured that the design constraint is 
satisfied, as shown in (2). (2) and (8) have two unknown 
control variables M and M.  The two equations were solved 
simultaneously to obtain the value for M and M .
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